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CHAPTEH I 

immmGTion 

Doorways had thai? origin before sun** earliest at-

tempts at buildingf long ago aian learned - to associate a 

broad portal with hospitality and a narrow one with hostil-

ity. As a bar against the intruder, ihe door has always j 
\ 

been an important factor in tit® architectural design of a 

building* Doors have 14xig been irr.bn.ed with symbolism and 
they have taken the fom indicative of the social ami 

economic systems under which they developed# It was possible 

that man's first attempts to build walls were the result of 

efforts to close the openings of the cave dwellings by plac-

ing stones, one on top of the other, over the entrance. 

Many factors have affected the design of doors and as a re-

sult they have varied widely—as indicated by the small 

holes in the E skins© igloo compared with the lofty portals 

of southern Asia and ovher warm areas, the door hm long 

been a feature of the building upon which to lavish orna-

ment and has been one of the most decorative parts of the 

house. The door Is the entrance te the building and the 

effect of a building should be such that a person approach-

ing it would go instinctively to the door, rather than to a 

window, or around the corner* 
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Statement of the Problem 

fti® problem of the study was to examine the earliest 

feras and arehitectura 1 treatment ©f doorways fro® ths 

Pre-historic Age throng, the nineteenth Century la teileft 

aM to detersive so®e of the ®ore important factors, in-

fluencing their design* !Th© place and treatment of the 

doorway in present-day architecture in America was to b« 

determined alt## 

An effort to group within one cover something of the 

evolution of doors and doorways by narrative and illustra-

tion has been mad## 

Purpose of the Study 

It has been desired that this work will provide in~ 

terested students informative reading concerning doorways 

as a part of architecture* It is hoped that it will be a 

literary contribution to tint beginning architectural student 

and that the study will provide a point of Interest for the 

further study of architecture and its saany elements* 

Delimitations 

The study has not attempted to completely cover all 

aspects of doors and doorways as to construction, material, 

etc., but to treat their developaent and with Illustrative 

©Maples, to represent the influences ©f their period aM 

report the findings in narrative form. 
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Definition of Terms 

In the study llse words "door" and ,,doo^way,, have been 
i 

used to Indicate the openings provided in buildings through 

which people pass in and out or from rooa to room, the ! 

aouldings | trim, jambs or other parts which may he adjacent 

to the opening forming a part of its decoration, structure, 

or utility* The term "door* specifically refer# to that 

removable frsoas that is used to open and close such an 

opening* 

The term "entablature" refers to the assembly of & 

classic order, cornice, frieze, and architrave, forndLng 

the member carried on a column or a colonnade# 

fhe tera #pedi»ntw refers to the crowning aotive of 

the doorway usually of low triangular, elliptical, or 

serpentine form, sometimes broken in the center to receive 

an ornament* 

The word "architrave* denotes the finish surrounding 

the door ©r the lowest Member of the entablature* 

The term ^console* was used to refer to a bracket 

usually in scroll form, 

The term "tympanum* refers to the triangular recessed 

space enclosed by the cornice which bounds .a pediment. 

The tern "lunette* denotes the half-round area in an 

arch. 



: - Sources of Data V , •' 

She data for the study were secured. through 

m m m m h * Reference books, text. bonta,' boefes-ltrsatiiis ; 

architecture and its titstory -••• 

information. Studies in art, deeersttleiij, ;pa^tieularly' pi<N» 

terlal studies, were sis# important sources of data. . 

Paaphlets and brochures of a professional nature- dealing . 

with architectural elements and building proved, of value for 

the study of today*® doorways, . •••{' . 

- Organization of the Sf»udy 

. ." She study of doors and doorways was organized In su«@§i 

a m y 'as trace their evolution by narrative and grajitle 

representation through the chief periods of -ttstory, • begins 

Mag with primitive times and continuing through the pretest* 

fhe first chapter lias attempted to faslH'srla# tho • • 

reader with the report# Chapter 11 has presented a study 

of the doors and doorways of ancient times by beginning with 

the pre-hlstoric through the Egyptian, Assyrian, Persian, 

Greek and Roman civilisations, the origin and development 

of ftaada-Bentals of design for doorways and the study of 

classical doorways that have been the prototypes for doors 

ana doorways of ages to follow* The third chapter treats , 

the doorway of the Middle Ages, enphasizlng these of the 

.early Christian and Byaantina styles and the Romanesque 

and Gothic doorways of Italy, Prance, England, Spain, 



Holland and Germany. Chapter IV presents a study of 

Italian, French, Gorman, and Sngllsb Renaissance doorways 

which %mw<8 the forerunner of many of today's doorways-#. 

She fifth chapter relates the developmnt of doorways in 

America during the seventeenth* eighteenth and nineteenth 

centuries, eophasising the Colonial and Georgian doorways 

so prominent In America. The European influence on 

American doorways has been treated by narrative and illus-

trations* The sixth chapter has presented a suasnary of the 

study and includes the conclusions and recommendations that 

haw been reached as a result of the study# 

Some fifty graphic illustrations hay# been include* 

for study and comparison in order to make more understand-

able the evolution of doorways and for the enrichment of 

the report. 

Roeont and Belated Studies 

There were s© previous studies in narrative torn found 

in the research for the study that gave special attention 

to the evolution #f doors and doorways#- Pictorial studies 

in artf decoration and architecture -devoting a part of their 

pages to doorways were found and were of much value to the 

study• Belated studies have been made in the fora of m ~ 

published theses for th© Industrial Arts Department of 

Horth Texas State College, Denton, Texas, A related study 

by Elisabeth Siddal in which the fireplace was the subject 



was made la 19^7. The title was "The Architectural Signifi-

cance of the Fireplace." In If 53. flee ley Vaught made a 

sinllar study of the cornice and in 1951 Kenneth made a m » 

la ted study titled "The Evolution of the Window as a Func-

tional Part of the Home with Special Heferenco to Ar-

chitectural Design#* 



CHAPTER II ' ' •" 

•• • .. . fmrnrnMrn-m . \ 

ftoe Doorways mf PwHiatorlc &Laes 

Hah;-; probably first lived an arboreal lifef it Is 

likely that the change froa axfemnMl life to terrestrial 

lift was favoid' mpos m a by external causes* /;:iiegions: 

previously forested) became arid and man descended from ' . 

the tree to go on tripi on the ground. During the early 

Stone Age mmn probably lived in caves for protection frost 

enemies: and oncoming glaciers* At night he - closed M s 

doorways with large stones which probably led to the first 

attempts at building stone walls* 

Following the last lee- Age there was evidence of * 

new race, th# Cro-Magnon* The ewe restiil»| for sea® tin# 

the principal shelter of the €ro<*Mag»oii* '/Mailt: paintings . ; 

indicate he m y have lived occasionally in' tots? however* 

a hone as known today, was still beyond, man*s comprehension# 

Man began to fashion crudd weapons and mm he tired of 

his diet of nuts, fruits, and herbs he became interested • 

in hunting Mall game. Tim /man of this age-lived in t&wm$ 

and trees- or dwellings formed of branches of trees, legs, 

or grass reeds which could be built -easily#' to example of 

a tree horns# with entrance Is shown in Figure 1* 
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Fig. 1 A Tree House 

Bemis and Burchard, The Evolving 
V- h P. 13. 
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Man, tiring of small game, began to follow the move-

ments ©f herds ©f larger game, 'Ms noaadio life led to 

the development of n genuinely good teat with the doorway 

covered by a flap of tent cloth» Fish m & food had an 

influence ©a the beginnings of lake dwellings where trap 

doors in the floor were need extensively* 

The Seolithie period, was a civilisation that was ©or© 

readily pictures, "Agriculture was a dominating force in 
2 

changing the who!® life of man#** Villages of the neo-

lithic people were of tvo types, those on land and those 

on lakes* the former were the simpler. the land villages 

consisted of a number of huts arranged so as to make a 

kind of strenghold• Use huts were small and were built over 

pits to increase the headroom# 

Mfhair wry simple vails were of stone, clay or 
" 3 

wood# • .the door ms smll and veil b a r r e d T h e huts 

differed In size and shape according to the tribal customs, 

materials available, clioate, etc. In the warmer clinates 

grass houses were built and the doorways were closed by a 

grass ®at. The doorways of the Torad^as tribe of the Celebes 

were taall holes in the roof, the roof beginning at the floor 

and sloping upward* Figure 2 shows this type of doorway* 
2 
Albert P. Beads and John Burchard, JfcsL .Sl9M$M te V. 

I, p. 20. 

%fcld • , p# 22 • 
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Pig. 2—House of Toradjas Tribe, Celebes 
Islands, m-

IbM', p. k7» 
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Some tribes constructed their doors of sticks and withies 

(twisted twigs or vines) and the Kayan tribe of Borneo used 

wooden doors leading to all rooms from a veranda# 

The nomadic Mongolian tribes developed a, hmm called 

a wTurtf
tt a circular house having a felt curtain hung over 

the doorway* Rugs or woven mats ware used for doors by the 

nois&ds of Borth Africa. She xxoondie people, usually moving 

constantly from place to place in search of food and pasture 

for their herds, built only temporary hoses of light con-

struction. 

The hoetes of the American Indians varied with the many 

tribes, their location and way of living, ilie Penobscot 

tribe of Sew fjagland developed a conical type of tiulf al-

though it was more typical of the plains Indians than of 

these of New England. See Figure 3* 'x'he materials used 

vere bark on a frame of poles with poles for door posts and 

lintels# 

The door was of tamed skin fastened at its up-
per anri lower ends to a nolo. The upper pole was then 
tied to the lintel so the coor could be rolled up and 
down. In bad weather it was fastened down with a 
rope and stake. 3 

The long house of the Iroquois tribe, which represents 

a more stable and cooperative society, had Ma door either 

of skins or bark boards with wooden hinges."^ The Maadaits 

5 - 6 

Ibid.* p. 70. • !&&•» P« 72. 
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Opening for Smoke 

/ : 
Birch bark covering 

Fig. 3—Penobscot Indian Tipi 

Ibid., p. 69* 
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along the Mississippi and Missouri rivers built their 

homes of grass and poles covered with clay and gravel 

with an entrance not unlike that of the Bskimo hones* 

The entrance to the Handan house was "a passage five 

feet wide, six feet high and twelve fe«t long. • • • At 
a 

both ends of the passage were tm£faI#~rob© doors•" Other 

tribe# tied bundles of grass to willow frames, Halting 

panels with which t© close their doors# 

The entrance to the Eskimo winter house was a long low 

tunnel through which om had t© crawl| however, the snow 

igloo was the exception rather than the rule of the Esklat® 

hooe. The old~time Eskimo house or igloo had its entrance 

through & shed, from which the visitor passed into a low 

tunnel, m higher than three feet, through a door 

and down a short ladder into a roc® about twelve feet square 

sad sunk one to four feet in the ground-. X&t£r Eskimo heat* 

mm made of stone, turf, bones, and dirt but mm still 

half underground * In summer the Eskimos usually lived la 

tents* 

Ihe pre-historie period of architecture had little con-

structive sequence and is mentioned to show the simple be-

ginnings* tfnfortunat«2y* evolution of architecture 

cannot be traced, owing to the fact that the oldest 

p. 77* 
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existing monuments of any pretension, as la Egypt, belong 

t© a high state ©f civilization. Material evidences of 

the doorways of primitive were probably similar to 

those ©f tribes existing today is primitive and backward 

parts of the world. Evidence of primitive doorways can he 

studied from paintings and pictures discovered in caves 

and the rough stone structures found in Western Europe as 

Stonehenge, In Sail story Plain in Southern England# 

It lis evident that the earliest hoses and doorways 

were determined by the terrain, climate, aeans of liveli-

hood, social and e oonoadc conditions, and the material and 

tools available* 

The Egyptian Doorways 

The beginnings of what is called civilization were 

in Egypt, Mesopotamia, and the Islands of the eastern 

Mediterranean Sea* In Egypt the climate was warm and rain 

seidom fell. Once Egypt was a desert without trees, hence 

there was little wood for building* She first Egyptian 
C*, 5 

hemes were Bade of ree*d and mud from the 111® River* *fhe 

corner posts and door frames were first made of reeds tied 
9 

into tight bundles." The early Egyptian huts had but one 

rooa and one opening, a low door, being made of wood, skin, 

9 
John C, Almack, Homes-Old and Bear. p» 1* 
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or cloth. 'ihe door turned on a pivot placed in a hole 

In the " sill. The Egyptians lived so much. out of doors 

that the house was less important than in colder disrates* 

MM their eivlXtsatlea progressed, their houses were prob-

ably built of wood or crude brick and thus their disap~ 

pearance is easily explained. 

Bricks in Egypt were made by nature. The overflowing 

of the Nil® Elver atad® a mud which ? when dried, mud. cracked 

by the sun, eouli be lifted out and piled up In rough 

walls. Bemis and Orchard write that in these hows 

• «,. the doorways were a3Jifst universally arched, 
although in the stone temples the post and lintel 
was the customary construction, The doors were of 
wood with a wood sill and lintel built into the 
mll» 10 

to example of a better Egyptian house showing the entrance 

is pictured in Figure 

The best of the Egftptian architecture and hence the 

better examples of doorways are found In the pyramids, the 

tombs, and particularly In the temples. The stately temples 

@f the- local divinities and stone palaces of the pharaoh 

stood in grin contrast to the mud and plaster hovels in 

which eves the fairly well-to-do dwelt* 

Religious concepts were ©f supreme significance in 

Egyptian life* The Egyptians strongly believed la 

10 
Bemis and Burchard, op* clt.» p, 105» 
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A $ 

Fig, ̂ —The Egyptian House 
11 

11 
Ibid.. p. 109. 
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immortality and they built tombs more elaborate than their 

tolase#t furnishing and decorating them t© the test of their 

ability* Thmy believed the tomb was man#s eternal haM» 

tatlon. Possessed of almost unlimited authority, the 

priesthood m a very powerful. These factors gate a ting© 

©f mystery which was one of the characteristics of the 

architecture of the tombs and of the temples. The tombs 

were jsssaerials of Individuals of the upper class, where-

as the temples embodied the pride and glory of the national 

collective life., M t e f l of the Egyptian civilisation 

is reflected to a great extent in the doors and doorways 

of their pyramids, tombs and temples. Evidence of the 

doorway of the home was represented la their temples and 

tombs also# 

The pyramids are probably the oldest architecture of 

which there are still remains* They were the sepulchre* 

of the kings of the first twelve dynasties* Hie largest 

of the pyramids, 'Cheops or Khafm, is known as the Great 

Pyramid and was built about 3700 R*- C * 

The entrance is bf feet and 6 inches above the 
base and is new reached by an earthen embankment.*, 
and the entrance is protected by a massive stone 
acting as a portleullis, fitting Into a rebate or 
recess. . » 12 

12 
Banister Fletcher and Banister F. Fletcher, A 

MMmm M m iM. Stiagiilia ialtelf 5th 
Ed*| P» JBm 
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The pyramid also contained Mi# Queen* s chamder and a third 

chaser at a lower Xovol* Baldwin Smith describes a section 

of wall is th# stepped pjranld tomb at Saqqmra as shoi&iig 

the two leaved doors, swung high on pivots* « « 
' tew three projecting pilasters and two suhken niches 
on either side of closed doors* « * in one of these 
rooms is a door surmounted by the carved representa-
tion of a grilled trans©®. » « 13 

this pgrroald at Saqquarra was built during the third 

dyimaty in Egypt and was the first pyramid of '.ctono* . A '• 

further description of the tomb by Smith is a# follows* 

The outer fa.ee of the door, which led from this 
coluan or vestibule into the groat ©pen court to the 
•south of the pyramid reproduces in stone .as ©pen ioerf 

• , swung on a pivot at tho bottom,, aod r'wt in a spool* 
like sock#t at th© top* The back of •the door is 
carved t© iiaitate aMil round rungs which held th© 
vertical plariks of Egyptian doors together* The 

- niche paneling on the wall at either side of the 
door is characteristic of all interior walls of th© 
.:great courtyard* Ik 

Usually th© solid mass of the pyrajiias .-was broken only 

by a door and usually -fee door m i m th® east side toward 

Gm\wtA4. A false door, also; on the oast, was a. symbolic 

door which the Egyptians believed was used by the spirits 

of tho dead* The forms of the doors apparently tsfere copied 

from me carpentry work of the doors of the nor© elaborate 

houses of tho tine* Through these false doors It was 

thought that tho spirit of th© dead eould return to the oast, 

from whence it came* ' 

33 -
1* Baldwin Smith, BmUflft P* 65* 

lh 
3M4*« P« 67* 
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la the Egyptian1# wtaA It was thought of as * 
ritualistic door through which the dweller ©f the 
•Eternal House* aright pass. 2he spirit in return** 
Ing from the realm of the dead la the vest In order 
to rerisit his former haunts had to go east, There-
fore, all doors, either false or real, were usually • 
on the east side of the tomb* 15 

Doors dating from the fifth dynasty tomb of Ptah-Botep are 

pictured on the wall «f the chamber. ©at Is as laltatlon 

of a more ordinary door of wooden constriction and is 

shewn in Figure % Today, there is wry little wood In 

Egypt and mmt of it is of small dimension* ' The date-pal®, 

the acacia, the sycamore ana tamarisk are the principal 

trees. Wood possibly was imported for the larger structures 

m cedar ««i used in the funerary Temple of Setl I built 

during the time of Baneses I and 11# Breasted describes the 

temple, as recorded in Smith*s gmlfjgl as 

follows* "Three doorways, originally closed doors of real 
M 

cedar, wrought with Asiatic copper,"• * «." ' Interesting as 

the pyramids are as structures, they hmm exerted little In-

fluence ©a architecture and perhaps leas ©fit the doorway* 

Ebte real interest of Egyptian architecture was the 

temple which was the source of more Impressive doorways. 

the architecture of the Egyptians was almost wholly of 

15 
Ibid., p. 

16 
IMd.y p. 137, quoting Breasted III, No. 217• 
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Fig. 5—False Door at Tomb of Ptahhotep, 
Saqq^ara 17 

17 
Ibid., p. 6h. 
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simple post ana beam or column~and-lintel construction, 

lending Itself naturally t© square-headed doorways „ As 

noted heretofore, the arch was not unknown since it m s 

used in dwellings on occasion or in subterranean structures* 

The temples were sanctuaries where only the king and 

priests penetrated and in which mysteries and processions 

formed a great part of•the religions services. Only the 

priests and kings were permitted beyond the hypostyle tall* 

The manner in which the teraple was used was important to 

its architecture* 

The - stone-built temples seen to have developed froa the 

styles of huts and houses of all classes of people of Egypt* 

Si# &mt f framed at the sides with squared blocks of stone, 

frankly portrayed the post and beam principle of construction 

The doors were flanked by a pylon, each a truncated pyraiaid 

with an oblong base. See Figure 6. .. Usually a statu® of the 

king who erected the temple flanked the doorway, the surface 

of the pylon was resplendent with colored reliefs extolling 

the prowess ®f the king. 

"On the lintel over the door was the winged, globe-, sya-
18 

b©l of the Sun's flight through the sky to conquer l$Lght*" 

Other symbolic ©rnaasnts adorned the jambs while historic 

pictures recording the achievements of the aonarch's rule 
_ _ _ , , , . . - _ -

Charles Caffin* Mm j& M P» 
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Fig 
. 6 Egyptian Pylons at entrance 

19 

19 
I3aid«» ?* 39" 
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covered the surfaces. Inscriptions sou®tines designate the 

temple-pylon as the *H©rl«<m of Heaven*0 

This comparison indicated that tte Egyptians 
Imagined the flanking towers of the pylon at repre-
senting the bmmi&vy limits of Worth and South, be-
tween which, as in the sign for "herl&on ef heaven, **' 
the sun rises and sets* such cosiaic symbolism mad© 
the door of the pylon the gate ©f heaven through 
which, from the Bast- in most temples, emerged the 
shining one and M s divine and equally resplendent 
representative on earth* (D©ffibart, Theodore, MMJSr 
tlmti E^lialoa I« 1933* W*- 87**88, p* 135)« This 
iuagery explains why 'the shadow-1 or image of the 
divinity was wrought in burnished metals up« the 
doors of the pylon for it was representative of the 
sun easing forth from his house in the east *20 -

She doorways had a deeply rooted Ideological significance in 

primitive thought* They were the place where the miraculous 

treat 0m appeared and the place where both spiritual and 

natural enemies were kept out* Many rituals and customs 

grew up around these Important entrances.. The temple of 

Bdfou <237 B* C») had screen walls built into the front row 

of columns and light was admitted above these walls into 

the hypostyle hall* There was "at the center a curious 
21 

doorway eat through the whole height without any lintel*'* 

Sadth, in describing the mortuary teaple at Khafra, writes, 

these rectangular and aonolithic piers Bay have 
originated is the Egyptian mind, not long before 

20" 

Smith, #p« eit*. pp*l$W5?f quoting Boisbart, Theodore, 
ItiMiiJli 193J, PP.87-98, p. 135* -

21 
Ibid», p* 22» 



M s time, fr@n buildings either hrick or «tmm 
walls pierced by a series of doorways, placed 
3© close together as to iMfee their mmsm janbs 
suggest a reetangular pier* S2 . .. 

There are a&njr other examples of iooimyi fetjnd in the 

temples and tombs of Egypt# - Evidences. of the *do®r leeve® -

or frame for ©losing those openings were not available.* im-

plying that they were usually sad© «f wood -or other JMt«rlal 

subject to decay* The boat es&aples of do^fwp have been 

fonnd In the -stone replicas In the temples :m&~' tombs« -Soae 

doors have lieen described as having Men itie -sf gold, 

bronze, electrua and other aatsriml% mat IJjsstly those were 

merely covered or clad in suoii splendor* ; " : • 

The palace of Jaeshoiep III at Thebes -:||aife' sosm clue 

ta inside doors and their use although they were seldom -

msefi in residential building. In describing ' ISie palae®, 

Smith writes, 

The central feature of the harem u s the h&nqmt 
hall fro® which opened the private suites of the king 
and the ladies of his household* * . and from this 
lounging roost, doors opening into a private bedroom 

aM -wardrobe*' 23 

The doorways and architecture of the Egyptians are im-

portant t© the understanding of the later developments in 

Europe, and Egyptian architecture is also the earliest #f 

which there are records* 

22 
Ibid*9 p. 125, quoting G. Jequier, Masnel de Archeol-

oale Egyptienne. p* 152* 

23 
Ibid«T pp. 218-219, 
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The raumber and positions of doorways were Im-
portant as they conditioned action and m,Tk®& the 
prescribed stages ef ritualistic procedure* At 
sose doors only servants might eaterj at another 
the visitor to the divine king had t® prostrate 
himself; while at the central door the incarnate 
god appeared to greet hie followers, to present 
gifts, and t© render Justice. Therefore the door-
way is ideographieally mm of the a*st essential 
elements of the building, and as such was emphasized 
in the drawings. 2^ 

The Doorways of Mesopotamia 

Besides Sgypt, another of the aost ancient eiviMsa* 

tions of the near East to contribute important eleaents t® 

the subsequent developaaent of architecture in Europe was 

Mesopotamia, the civilizations that occupied the fertile 

plains ©£ the Tigris and Euphrates River Valleys were very 

similar^ thus the Chaldean, old and new %byl©rxia, and 

Assyrian doorways say be considered together* Each civilisa-

tion was an agricultural one, en which had been imposed as 

elaborate commercial or military organization. Wood suitable 

for building was rare, but there was an abundance of clay. 

As in Egypt, the forms of architecture were strikingly the 

outgrowth and expression of the natural conditions* In eard«P 

to span great spaces, lis the absence', of wood or stone for 

lintels, the Mesop©tamians originated tho use of the arch 

which has been important to the form of the doorway# The 

Ibld«« p» 236, 
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arch m i applied to important openings. In mm cases it 

w m not a- true a fell, but one forced by corbelling or jwejeet* 

ing horizontal courses of brick* The true arch -however v i s 

also practiced*. Probably, it was accidentally hit upon • 

through, the use of mall units sine# the bajLlOers »f« tm» 

able to support walls m&r openings upon beams or stones be-

cause of the lack »f these materials in suitable foxsu . ... 

TIM arehlwlt which surrounds the arch of the entrance* 

usually sendL̂ circular, was often deed rated aith rosettes > 

palmettos, lotus-flowers, or intertwined bands# 

The houses ©f the Babylonians showed no real improve* 

meats over those of Egypt» in important £act«r o» the 

economic side is "rent" which is apparent in Babylon# BOUNMMI 

were usually leased for a period and a peculiar twist to the 

leas# is noted by Basis in M s writing, #Doors and wlaSwi 

were usually furnished by tha less©#, probably because of 
2 J? 

the scarcity of vood»* 

Apparently the Assyrians had limestone for building, 

but the habit of imitating the Babylonians caused them 

to rely on sun-dried brick until a later time vhen they be-

gan to us© the liiae stone for facing which appeared on the 

palaces* 

25 
Beads and Burchard, OP« alt.t p. 116, 
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The palace ©f Sargon at Khorsabad is perhaps the best 

example of the remains of a building of Assyrian civilisa-

tion. Probably the aost i&pressive creation of Assyrian 

architecture is found in the portals of that palace, rendered 

such by toman-headed, winged bulla, nineteen feet in 

height, examples of which are now in the British Museum* 

Herbert Warren dascribes these portals m fallowst 

They are ©f especial Importance because they show 
us the use of the arch. » « Some of them are richly 
decorated* Th© archest vault rests on the backs ©f 
great man-headed and winged bulls carved of alabaster 
• . • Seen in front, the great beast stands squarely 
on its fore feet rigidly supporting the aroh above* • * 
these gigantic winged and man-headed bulls occur in 
most palace gateways also, . • • These decorated gate* 
ways for vehicles and beasts of burden were left with-
out sculpture* * * because mm liable to injury. 26 

What appeared to be the royal gateway to the palace 

was apparently placed in an angle near the top of an in-

clined way, giving it greater security* The door was also 

the only means ©f light for some ©f the smaller rooms open-

ing into the courts of the palace# Also, the doors were ir-

regularly placed and were not often opposite each other; 

this is in contrast to the Egyptian style* The thresholds 

of the doorways were highly decorative, their patterns often 

being suggested by those of rugs which they appear t« simu-

late. Creatures of both land and sea were carved and placed 

26 
_ Herbert L. Warren, r g M l M M a s£ .Oigate M r 
ciiltccture, p. S3* 
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at the doers* An inscription of Assurnassirpal says of his 

pilace, *1 mad® lofty door posts of eedar-wood and sheathod 
m 

them with copper and set thea upon the gates•" It is 

halieved that Assyrian architacts counted the doorways to 

give their buildings a sufficient supply of light and air, 

thrns expMinlag the great sim ©f the doors of Mesopotamia* 

Persian Doorways 

' Persia is a high plateau country having a teaperate 

climate and being bordered and intersected by mountain 

ranges* There are groves of oak and chestnut trees5 there-

fore, Persia is a timber-using country. In the past the 

Persians Imitated uraoh of the work of the Babylonians,. As-

syrians ana Egyptians, whoa they conquered and ruled for 

various periods of time. 

The Most important remains of Persian architecture is 

the capital of their kings, Persepelis#; The building was 

chiefly the work of Darius I and of Xerxes, between B. C» 

>20 and hGk,. i'he doorways had a character aore like that 

of the Egyptians, with monolithic jambs and lintels. It 

appears unlikely that arches used, tot the door jaoabs 

of stassive stone rested on the backs of colossal aian-headed 

bulls, likely latitat ions of those of Assyria* Warren des-

cribes the entrance to the palace of Darius as followst 

27 
MM P. 92. 
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» • * its stone doorways, and niches, 
which remain standing and which show a very close 
following of the forms of Egyptian doorways, the 
throat moulded cornice with which they are sur-
iounted differing only slightly from those of 
Egypt. Oa the ja®|> of the atift door la high re-
lief is a figure of the ling as if entering through 
the door. Behind Mm his attendant shelters hla 
with a royal umbrella* tie attendant is life-size, 
the king larger than life, the stone doorways and 

. windows, which now stand isolated, were connected 
with walls probably of briok* 28 

The Hall of the Hundred Columns built by Darius was 

surrounded by a brick wall in which there were forty-four 

stone doorways and windows# 

The sculptured front of Darius* tomb shows the por-

tico .of the palace with columns before the door, and the 

lintel of the doorway surmounted by a cavetto cornice 

decorated with rows of conventionalized lotus-petals* 

An example of a stone doorway left stranded between 

the spaces once occupied by the aud and brick walls of 

Persepolls, is shown in Figure ?• This doorway shows sease 

Influence of the Egyptians in the use of the curved and 

reeiei cornice over the doorway* 

There was no evidence of temples having been built by 

the Persians, as their Zoroastrian religion used the unlvevs* 

as its temple. The Persian nonarchs all desired to be re-

turned to Persia on their death; therefore, the tomb and the 

palace constituted the principal architecture of Persia* 

28 
Ibid** p. 110. 
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29 
Pig. 7—Doorway at Perse polls, Tomb of Darius I 

29 
Caffin, How to Study Architecture, p. 80. 
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The Doorways of the Greeks 

The continuity of the study has been broken, here la 

order to regress and trace the doorway from the Miaoan. or 

Agean civilization, which was the forerunner or beginning of 

the Geeek civilization. The island of Crete seemed to havo 

been the center of the earliest Agean Civilisation, Knossoa 

which was the capitol of this civilization was destroyed 

about the time of the twelfth dynasty of Egypt but arose to 

even greater power after being rebuilt, The remains of tho 

great palace at Knossos mm the outstanding example of 

architecture of that civilization* 

A few tombs which reveal some Information regarding 

their architecture have also been found# Their entrances 

were small and difficult. The tombs have been better pro-

served than the dwellings because they were much more ear®* 

fully constructed. The Pelasglc builders had among their 

building characteristics the following* 

» , , a treatment of doorways with sloping jambs; 
sometimes in what are probably the oldest ©samples, 
the door is a triangular opening, formed by over-
sailing courses of masonry with their ends beveled ' 
off s© as to form a continuous slope, the tw® Jambs 
meeting in a point at the top. Thels form was 
probably adopted when there was a difficulty in pro-
curing either wood or sufficiently long stones for 
lintelsf and the employment of a form of doorway 
narrower at the top than at the bottom' was ii@ doubt 
with the object of shortening the bearing of the 
lintel. In other cases we find doors with upright 
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jambs and a lintel, but with a triangular 
quasi-arch above the lintel, to «et as' a. re-
lieving arch and take the weight off the 
lintel• 30 

An example of the latter is the doorway in the tomb known 

as the "Treasury of Atreus" outside Mycenae* This doorway 

Is pictured in Figure 8* 

In all cases the bulk of the tomb was excavated 
in a hillside, the original slope being about level 
with the door«> lintels. • • . The doors were ap-
proached by a straight diomos or passage, cut in the 
hillside# 4 • • The door of the 'Treasury of Atreus' 
was flanked with . « » green marble and the upper 
parts were veneered with slabs- ©f red marble, carved 
with a variety of ornament* • , • The relieving 
triangle over the lintel was certainly filled like 
that over the Lion Gate, with a light carved slab, 
in this case red marble, . • » 31 

The Homeric palaces were conraodious whereas the houses 

were small and shabbily kept* Bertha Carr Rider in her 

writing describes the Homeric palaces as follows! 

The doors of the megaron were probably of wood 
ornamented with metal and often two leaved and on 
wither side stood wooden door posts and above the 
lintel, also ©f wood# • * « There are as yet m 
remains of metal thresholds, but the charred wood 
found near the doors, for instance at Tiryns, nay 
well be the remains of a wooden threshold, and stone 
thresholds are coamonly found• 32 

30 
Strathara, 1 £&ml SiXA3ite$l l l s l t g . S£ 

P. 69. 

31 
Robertson, j s£ flams MM j a m 

P* 33 • 

32 
Bertha Carr Rider, The Greek House» p# 180, quoting 

Dorpfeld in Schliejaann1 s Tirvns. p* 276. 
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F i g . 8—Entrance to the "Treasury of Atreus' 33 

33 

P. 137. 
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It was said that the palace ©f Odysseus had an ©pen court 

in front wittis single entrance-gate as the only m&riB of 

cosmtnication with the outside world* wfMs gat® Mad * 

i>erch and stood open in the daytime, but could be closed 

with double doors." The palace of the ancient city of 

Tiryns was described ss having 

an ante-room which was separated from the po.̂ ch 
by wooden piers which left three openingsv each 
of vhich m & closed by wooden doors, while a single 
opening nearly sewn feet wide, closed only by a 
curtain, connected the wite-reou with the amin 
rooia, 35 

Much of the lnforantiexi regarding the Hoaerie pglaeea aafl 

hoses cornea front the poetic lore of that time* 

The island of Crete in its early history was in a posi-

tion to make ouch domestic progress as she had long period® 

of peace, had a strong navy and was therefore not readily 

subject to attack by land powers. In the buildings of Crete 

there were many exits and entrances. One room often ooa-

nwnicated with another and there was no great effort to 

achievo privacy or seclusion* Rider writes regarding the 

Greta.fi races that 

In their architecture we find the same free 
healthy ideas, aM among the most striking is the 
low of air and light• « « and in the individual 
rooms one is struck by the fondness for colonnades, 

3^ 
Robertgon, $&. £&&•» p* 35* 

35 
Ibid., p. 30* 
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by recurrence ©f rows of pilasters with spaces be-
tween forming a series of doorways, and the number 
of doors la the same room. Privacy was evidently 
m part of the scheme* the Cretan lived to© fast 
and to© intensely to feel the need of solitude, 
and there 4s hardly &m rmm in the whole palace 
sches» which Is entirely cut off » 36 

The principal building materials seemed t© huve been 

stone and gypsum, which were plentiful on the island* Th« 

houses of the Cretan towns had their doorways flush with iht 

streets and were entered through vestibules*, Staircases in 

the houses were usually opposite the entrance door* wB©th 

sides of the entrance to the second chamber in a house at 

Goulas, Crete, were stone steps evidently intended' f w 

The Palace and Villas of Snossos wore probably the 

outstanding reiaaias of Cretan civilization, 'fh© chief room 

of the Palace at IDsossos "was entered by two doors from the 

vestibule, and behind stand three colu*ns«H^' Carr, in des-

cribing the Royal Villas at Knossos, writes as followst 

The great hall is the most interesting room of 
all, as well as the largest and most Important, This 
ategaron is divided into two parts by three doorways 
evidently arranged In such a laanner that the doors 
could be thrown back and fitted into the piers* when 
the whole room was required for use, an idea vhioh 
we find in the Japanese house of today- tihen the doors 
were closed there were absolutely separate quarters # 39 

36 ' 37 
Hi dor, s&* Qlt>. p» 1<&* Ibid*. 

36 39 
Ibid. t p. 99# IbM.t p* 99. 



Homes of today In America have utilized a similar idea con-

cerning the planning and arrangements of rooms and doorways 

as those described above* 

The Lion Gate at Mycenae seems to be one of the most 

famous porticos of olden tiaes. The city of Mycenae was on 

the mainland and was more open to attack than the island 

fortress of Crete. On the mainland the principal rooms 

opened onto a courtyard, the only place from which they 

were entered* Rider writes, Hi£ there is any other doorway 

it leads into the vestibule, the megsron itself. always 

being I s o l a t e d T h i s was in contrast to the lack of 

privacy m of the Cretans and. apparently was law 

result ©f the political and social conditions under which 

the people lived. The entrances to the city of Mycenae 

appear to have been constructed with a view toward defense# 

The two entrances* * * being approached by a 
passageway between wall and tower so that the enemy 
would fee absolutely exposed« Within the Lion Gat# 
at Mycewt© there is no long passage as at Tiryns, 
bat two sentry besce* are there probably for a daily 
guard* hi 

The Lion Gate of Mycenae, having the relieving triangle over 

the lintel, is typical of the doorways and gates* 

The Hellenic period of Greek Civilisation had perhaps 

the greatest influence on the classical architecture of the 
( V R -j-ftfY' X T i •ujr- . ' -T-11 rr-nmr -vrrrmwrn»' > < n r i m m m m m m m v <umm»rnmI».»IFMMWMNI.RIW_'ffwiimirfi-RRT m I - T T »» i • R R F r r - " - ^ n ' " t 

M> Ul 
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world • fhe Hellenic period began about 700 B„ C. and lastei 

until the Roman tjoctxpation In the year 1%6 B* c. j however, 

Hellenic architecture was at its height between the defeat 

of Use Persians, B, C. *f8G and the death ©f Alexander, C* 

3a* 

The climate, political structure and religion of the 

Athenians, who lived farther north, were quite different 

from those of earlier civilisations. The Greek freeman*« 

theory vaa that the house should be managed by the vomn and 

the work done by slaves vi&le the aen vere free. for discuaslan 

and fifties* Little good can he said for Athenian faadLly 

life« In Sparta the m m lived even more apart and did not 

even take their raeals at home but ate at clubs« 

The temples filled aa important place in the Greek »«• 

sRxnity life* The Greets had ample supplies of stonej sun-

dried brick m i well-known, and,they had more wood than 

either the Egyptians or the Babylonians* 

The Greek houses were essentially rectangular and the 

external appearance and the internal accommodation* apparently 

mm pom* Biey "seemed to hs.ve cared little about the ar-

chitecture of private houses, perhaps because home life was 

of secondary importance•* Where possible, houses faced 

south with a front door ©a the street, sometimes opening 

*fr2 
Bemis and Burchard, en- ait«t p. lM)» 
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outward an<S guarded by a slaves poster. ttAa index to the 

morality of the tlise Is given by the elaborate locking <3e-

vices to keep the sen out of the women*® quarters» * 

Rider In describing the? Greek houses of tfee fourth and fifth 

centuries B. C. writes, 

, A strong door completely shut off the part of 
the incuse set apart for the women from that set 
apart for the mm* * » » In this hoii.se there » s 
one court with two floors, mm leading into the 
street and the other into the garden# They used 
this court freely, but they also had apartments 
exclusively for their mn use which eoold be shut 
off entirely fmm the aain eonvt* • * . The passage 
of Plutarch in. which ha states that it is now con-
sidered correct to ©liter another man's house without 
knocking at the doorj 'in ©ur tiro,1 he says, 'there 
are porters but in olden days knockers were used m 
that a stranger might not e©» upon the mistress of 
the house or the daughter or a slaw being chastised 
or maid servants screaming.* M+ 

Rider eosfeasts the doors of 1th© as with those ©f Sparta in 

the following 11nest 

•Such as the house of MemeXaus' at Sparta—the 
houses mm mostly built on the courtyard plan and 
where the gay little court with its waving pains 
may be seen through the open grating of the doorway. 
Tjbe Athenian houses, on the contrary, m Bern fr©» 
the street presented a dead wall with a heavy solid 
door In the middle* 

£he Greeks built many types of buildlags such as tombs, 

theatres, and public buildings, but it was in their temples 

^Ibid.. p. 1M). 
i|Tl|. 

Rider, &£, clt,t p. 23^ # (Plut* de curious* p. 516.) 
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M 
that

 ntlmy cats© nearest to achieving perfection*" ' fhe 
fsTm"k teaple was is imply a shrine housing a statue of the 

gad to whoa it was dedicated* It was usually comparatively 

small and was designed with much consideration for exterio* 

effect* A complete study of the Greek architecture #f this 

type is l||ip©nd the scope of this study, hut the Boric, Ionic 

mid Corinthian orders were t# have great influence m the 

architecture of all mankind* 

For this study the doorv&ya of the Parthenon and the 

Ertohtfcelen were • typical* The principal doorway of the 

Mttfatmn was on the east and led into the calla* To ttm 

vest of the cella was the Parthenon proper (Virgin*a 

chaaber) from vhich tl» tempi* received its name* It was 

entered by a large doorway corresponding t© the ©astern one* 

deferring to Greek doorways Charles Caffin writers 
The doorways, though some t imes of wood, were nor* 

usually constructed of monoliths. Beonsse cup-like 
sockets, let into the stone thresholds, shew that the 
doors revolved upon m point* bf 

fhe Ereehtheion was s i tuated on the Acropolis, north of the 

Parthenon* There are three porticos of different designs* 

Ah eastern Ionic hexastyle portico, a northern Ionic 
tetraatyle portico, and a southern caryatid portico, 
The eastern portico probably f erased the principal 
entrance.•* *' The northern portico gave access to 

Joseph Watterson, ferifljtoi&lffifti P* $** 

hf 
Charles Caffln, Sm M §IMy,MPMMmtmm* P* 102* 
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the western cella« * , its columns, three diwm%m 
apart, are arranged la a Banner wakmm in other 
Greek trainings* They are 2 feet 9 teeh©# in 
dlaneter ®M 25 feet high* The doorway in this 
portico is one of the finest la wortaaanship with 
carved consoles and architrave enrichments. The 
southern caryatid portico was probably not am m«> 
trance, but a raised "tribune," as- it had only a 
small entrance on its eastern side, • • • » It has 
six sculptured draped female figures 7 feet 9 inches 
high, similarly spaced to the columns of the north 
portico* • « All the figures face southward, the 
three western leaning on their right legs, and the 
three eastern on their left* * • « The north portico 
is an example of a very rich treatment of the Ionic 
order# 2he Capitol ha# a plaited torus moulding he* 
tveen the volutes ©nee inlaid with colored stones 
or glass and bronse eubellishiaents were formerly 
affixed to other parts of the capltol* The spiral 
of the volute appears to have been finished iy 
hand and is enriched with Intermediate fillets, 
while the cushions (sides) have ollows and pro-
jections with the bead and reed ornasient • The 
abacus is enriched with the egg and tongue ornament. 
The necking of the columns are carved with the "aa-

• themion" (Faliaette) ornament, which is also applied 
to the antae and carried around the entire building 
under the architrave. The shafts ©f the columns 
have an entasis* .and the upper torus of the bases 
have plated enrichments. %o 

The portico and doorway described above are pictured in 

Figure 9* 

Greek doorways may be suswarlsed a# being square* 

headed, all openings being spanned by a lintel with the sup* 

ports being close together because of the limited size of 

stones available • The sides of 13a# openings • sometimes in* 

clined inward. The openings were marked by a band of 

MJ 
Fletiher* £ .fflu.tjggg M. feMlfi»HMAt PP» Sl«*B2. 
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moundings, known as the architrave, on the face of the wall 

framing in the opening. Xtajip* was often a tell' cornice 

over the <3oor» Openings were seldom advanced into proui-

nenc© nor as featured in the exterior «f a telMing# • 

ft® Boorways of the Bmmm >, . 

The Homan lmpir© was one of constructive ©rgaai»ti©»# 

It grew cell W cell, each aided part becoming gradually a 

pari of the ̂ srliest ®m m tbat each was a part of the 

whole * The Greek civilization was fey contrast loosely founded 

In n@st respects, preserving the Individuality of the cities 

and states, aai producing a few nen of rare' iniividmlity. 

The Greek civilisation was one of spirit, while the Bomans 

©entered on the effectual «e©»plislnw»t ©f the Individual ' 

and requirements of every day life. Men fro® all provinces 

contributed to Hone and became a part of its eiv£llE&tl®»| 

Itecoming sometimes, perhaps sore Roman than Rome hersalf. 

However, Boman architecture apparently was developed 

froa the stimulus of Greegt art and culture and many of the 

buildings and dwellings of lorn are very similar to those of 

the Greeks * 

The origin of the Heman architecture was probably 

Etruscan, but there are few remains of Etrurian archi-

tecture. Forms of doorways which Stathaa attributes to 

the Etruscans wsiite described as 
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. . « another detail, not exactly to be called 
decorative* which is found la Etruscan work, and 
reappears in Bosian work* This is the form of ar- ' 
chitrave moulding round a door, which is extended 
is a square return beyond the width of the door 
head and then follows the sloping lines ©f the 
door jamb* . . « An architrave exactly similar to 
form A occurs in Bosan circular temple at Tivoli# 
tod it is worthy of note that this form ®r airch&* 
trave moulding for doors and windows, with the $«.%» 
ting out return at the top, has come down to us 
through Boman and Een&istance architecture, to the 
present day* * * ?0 

fhe Romans are given credit for popularizing the use of the 

arch even though it was known long before,and was used by the 

Assyrians in particular. 

tkm doorway became more prominent in Hosan architecture, 

rivaling the Greek and Boraan columns as decorative features 

of the building* Concerning Hoajan doorways, Smith and Slater 

write the followingi 

The openings were both square-headed and archedj 
but the arched ones occur far acre frequently than 
the others, and when occasion required, could be far 
bolder* !me openings became of much greater important* 
than in earlier styles, and soon disputed with the 
columns the dignity of being the feature of the build-
ing) this eventually led. * * * to various devices for 
the fusion ©f the two* The adoption of the arch by 
the Bomams led to a great modification in classic 
architectures for its influence was to be traced in 
every part or the structure where an opening of any 
sort had to be spanned. Formerly the width of such 
openings was very limited, owing to the difficulty 
©f obtaining lintels of great length* low their width 

50 
Statham, g£* cit*f p* 135* 
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and height were pure matters of choice, and (Door-
ways. windows, am! arcades naturally became very 
prominent, ana were often very spacious» 51 

The Boman houses may be divided into three groups> 

the Montis s
 fl or private house j the nvilla," or country house 5 

and the *insula," or many-storied tenement• Most important 

remains of Bojaan dwellings have been located in these ex-

cavations at f>oi»j»il and Eerculaneuau Pospeii was a 

Graeco-Rooan city5 so its dwellings are believed to differ 

only slightly from the Greek# 

All the decoration of Boaan houses was internally 
only; the largest and most sumptuous mansion had lit-
tle to distinguish it. next the street* f rom a «*» 
paratlvely humble abodet and 5 with the exception of 
the space required for the vestibule and entrance door-
way, nearly the whol# of the side ©f the hens* next 
to the street was most frequently appropriated t© 
shops• * . . Boman private houses* . » even In a greater 
Measure than the public architecture! was in no sense 
of indigenous growth, but was simply a copy of Greek 
arrangement and Greek decoration* 52 

loman houses mm customarily built ®f brick or stone 

owing to the abundance of these materials * Although ho 

nation of antiquity was so well supplied with building ma-

terials as Borne because she was not confined to the use ®f 

her own local Italian materials since the world laid tribute 

at her door* 

51 
E#g«r Smith and John Slater, ̂ jnltectpge, gl&Mlt 

§ M Ux2& S M s S A m i P-

52 
Ibid.f p# 181, 
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Some idea in miniature ©f the luxurious villa and 

perhaps of a good type of ordinary house have been ex-

cavated at Pompeii« It was known as the "House of Pansa»" 

The principal entrance to the house itself was a portico 

through which the visitor passed into an *©ecusa or re-

ception rooa» the "atrium** was the public reception pla©#, 

having a separate entrance frost the street and being stout 

off from the j»®ra private portions of the house, and it 'was 

here that the owner transacted business* The *House of 

Pansa" was surrounded on three sides by a street, and a gar-

den was on the fourth side* Besides the house proper, the 

building consisted of shops, bakeries, and three smaller 

houses * The following description of the typical Roman 

house by Smith and %ater reveals that seats mm provided 

at the doorway* 

The general arrangements of a Roman house were 
as follows t next the street an open apace wag fm** 
quently left, with porticoes on each side of it 
provided with seatss the entrance door opened into 
a narrow passage• 53 

Usually the interior doorways of the house proper were 

closed by the us# of cloth curtains or drapes* Ernest lash 

describes an unusual opening in a' country house by writing, 

Bfhe hug© double-winged doors separating' the atriuo fro® th© 
5I4. 

peristyl® are unusual features*" fee Figure 10. 

; 3 O U m p. 175. 

Ernest Hash, S$2MB fttHS* P* 23* 
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Fig. 10—Doorway of Roman Country House. 
(Doors on left) , 

55 

55 
Ibid.., plate 72. 
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Hash further gave a description'of a typical Soman town house 

as followsi 

It is oiitered through a narrow passage which , 
the Romans called 'fauces' (Jaws or gtillet), The 
entrance was closed by a house door, usually con-
sisting of two wings. At one aide of the entrance 
there was & room for the doorkeeper* • » 56 

The homes of the middle class reflected the horns of the ri«h 

to the limit of wailable money, A home, or a snail Posi-

peilam house of this type ha® been pictured In Figure 11* 

A study of this plan aids in uaderotandlng the openings and 

their arrangement in a typical middle class house • 

The housing of the poor was abominable and the hulk of 

these people lived In tenements. Hash writes the following 

description of the tenement house and its doorwayst 

Th<* ground floor was alaost entirely occupied- by 
shops. The rooms of the second floor nonwd m mst** 
dence for the owner of the shops helow# Since the shops 
had no other connection with the interior of the house, 
these second-floor rooms had to be entered by a wooden 
ladder from inside the shop itself* The third floor 
consisting of apartments of several rooms was surrounded 
by a balcony* 57 

mm streets mm partially lighted by lamps tang before the 
5o • 

doors of each house on the more important streets.11 !hat was 

$6 • 57 
Ibid, p. 2V* P» 17. 

58 
Be mis and Burchard, ob. cit.»« p# 163# 
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Atrium 

Exedra 
Tabllnum * Impluvium Vestibulum Fauces 

n - T l - ^ r T T - i 
Fig. 11-Floor Plan of Small Pompeiian House, 

59 

59 
Bemis and Burchard, op. clt., p. 156. 
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a description referring to doorways written by Ber&s and 

Burchard. A description of Ponpeii by Joseph Wattersen 

indicate® that "the principal street# mm lined with 

shops, which are small and open at the front* with woodan 
m • 

shatters•" 

A number of commercial buildings were found at Ostl&j 

the seaport of Home. One warehouse had a particularly in-

teresting doorway. According to Sash, it was 
the so-called 'Borrea Epagathiana et Epaphroditiana.1 

This private commercial building was owned by two 
freedioen* Bpagathus and Ipaphroditus. whose m m m 
are inscribed above the fine coltaan flanked doorway. 
A vaulted entrance opens into an inner courtyard 
surrounded by a portico ©f pillars# 61 

the doorway is pictured in Figure 12« 

Of the Hasan teazles the Parthenon in Bom was the best 

Scnown. fhe old Roman bron» door frame, doors and fanlightt 

originally plated in gold, still remain and are shown in 

Figure 9$ page kl of this study* 

Ornate .marble doors were found in a tomb of the P@£ta 

Eoaana in Ostia and are shown in Figure 13# "Here, elabo-

rate marble doors relieve the long colurabariuras,M as des-

62 
cribed by Hash. The doors have been reproduced in Figure 13# 

m 
Joseph Watterson, P* &>• 

61 
lash, M * &!&•» p. 32. 

62 
Wash, op. elt.« p. ̂ 0. 
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* 

F i g . 12—Warehouse Doorway, Roman Town of Ostia, 
63 

63 
Nash, 2£. a i l . , p l a te 10^. 
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6b 
Fig. 13—Marble Doors of Tomb, Porta Romana, Ostia. 

6*f 
Ibid., plate 133. 
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The doorway and column combined the important decora* 

tive features of the mere elegant architecture of Rome* 

^his may be further clarified by the followings 

It became very usual to combine them with arched 
openings, and to put m. arch in tJ» interspace be-
tween two columns, or in other words, to add a. column 
to the pier between two arches* These arched open-
ings being often wide, a good deal of disproportion 
between the height of the columns and their distance 
apart was liable to occur? and, parti# t© correct this, 
the column was often mounted upon a f®d©stal.65 

An example of the latter may be seen from studies of the Arch 

of Constantino. It was also customary to place above the 

order what was termed an attic, which was a low story or-, 

namented .with piers or pilasters* Kxaaples nay be seen la 

the exterior of the Colosseum, the Arches of Titus or Con* 

stantine and the Forum of fferva. Other examples of the use 

of the arched openings may be studied in Roman theaters, 

baths, arches, bridges, aqueducts, monuments, and basilicas* 

the Boiaans also used concrete as a building .material and em-

ployed it, along with brick and stone la the construction of 

arches and lintels for their doorways• . . 

Evidence has been found of much Magnificence, sound 

jfltonaltif and engineering in the remains of BOMB buildings, 

but there is not the elegance and fin© feeling of proportions 

and detail to a degree appro-aching the Greeks. T©g©fh«p they 

form the basis of classical architecture* 

65 
ffild«, p» Vl# 
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The development of -fee doorway, as a part of sreM-** 

tecture, frost a is® re means of entering a primitive shelter 

t© a place of the highest architectural significance In 

th© planning, decoration, and ornamentation Ms been 

traced through the foundations of classical areMteetmre# 

The classical architecture of anelent tlistg formed 

the basis for the beginning of th* artfhtteottope of the 

Middle $g@# as the Early Chrstions and Byzantines were a 

continuation of the Honan Architecture. They converted 

many of the .Roman public buildings to meet their needs by 

additions or minor alterations* 
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t and 

Each age l a %bm dw©l©;paeat #f arcMteetur® iiias fe##a' 

©v#lwA from the pp^aii i ig one by a -s#j?teg . . ; 

changes* . fh#g# ii:rcMt#efc'ttml changes i n &i& 

i w s @f :; 

Si© €af l^ ciiislstiar1s, a.s- lonam epaefts©®u# . 

oM -Mmm During the perlei of /. • ' •. ; 

•Soman <3i#integmM©& the force ©f Ĉ bordUrtMlAnilil̂ '; 

aM spread* C&wlatlai&ty seemed to -met m m3?i#"tjf::';: 

©f need* mm' &$ la fae ter l ly tban aisy 0tto#r-5i^r€^iit -at • •. 

tii« age.': A need of these early Christians 

t© gather for their rittials*. Thmm m s little.'..wealth m -

that'many of the f i r s t meeting p&fta*c;'if»r«- #ta2^;v;. 

lags , and af ties* Sh®«^»s&tit' j}r«@3jdLi»i Christianity the ©£» . 

-• re l ig ion of slat©* rniiy of ' p a g a n ' a n d -old' 

M s l l l c a s , or t a i l s of just ie* f vore a i d f t i i ' ifeo;-;'-: 

CfefistUiw f o f reiifiomst purposes* She 'tot#--;' 

early Christians' ©a architecture, •them, was mostly e&idezxt" ' 

i n the 'etareii architecture and tombs of the peri©d ami aot 

l a the dwellings. 



C o n s t a n t i n e moved the capital of the lesaaa laplre to 

the a n c i e a t Greek city of Byzantittra and there planned a 

new city which was c a l l e d C o n s t a n t i n o p l e » Gradual ly the 

Roman Empire s eparated into two parts, last aa4 West* 

Constant inople !>eca»© the c e n t e r of culture in the lut 

f o r European c i v i l i z a t i o n , fit® mm c i t y v a s b u i l t by 

Soaansj. Greeks an3 Orientals, an<3 its arc hi tec ture 1ms 

come to be c a l l e d B y z a n t i n e , 

The feorways of the Early Christian period were 

spanned by a semicircular arch or by a lintel as '..in the . 

doorway of the Tomb of fheodoric at Ravenna* 

Smith and S l a t e r d e s c r i b e t h e b a s i l i c a n churches of 

the e a r l y C h r i s t i a n s a s f o l l o w s i 

The b a s i l i c a * * * v a s g e n e r a l l y e n t e r e d from t h e 
narthex fey three 4oors, one to each d i v i s i o n« 1 

The entrances are always at the end of the building 
f a r t h e r e s t f r o a the a p s e , w i t h sme s o r t o f porch 

or .portal* 2 

The apse is the termination of the church sa.atctia.ry, usually 

feeing circular or aultl-angular5 however, the apse vas often 

square in Gothic a r c h i t e c t u r e * The n a r t h e x was a long porch 

forming on® entrance into the C h r i s t i a n h a s i l i c & n churches* 

Excellent examples of basilican churches in -Bom mm 

SU ClesieRte, St* Peter and St* Karie Haggiores and others* 

1 
Smith and Slater, ng># clt«. p. 20ft# 

2 
Iblqt•* j p• 203* 
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Excellent exaltsleg have sis© been preserved at Baveima 

and In Syria. If-* 0* Jackson describes the entrance to 

a palace at Chaqqa 'in Syria m follows* 

The entrance doorway of the great -hall* . « is 
square | with a complete entablature for its head and 
a round arch above, the lunette between the two 
being left open as a window. Additional height if 
gltnm to this arch by tasking it a faorselftoe Instead 
of stilting it in a western way. 3 

the church of St* Marl# Ifegglore at fttseaaia was fe#» 

gun in V32 A. U. and was originally a pagan basilica* It 

seems that additions and improvements in the church caused 

some parts ©f it to toe classified, as Homanesque, while 

other writers* as Fletchefe, classify the church as of 

Early Christian architecture . f« G. Jackson gives a® fol-

lowing description* 

ffee two side doors are Romanesque and in the jslg*» 
sags of the left portal and dogteeth of the right hand 
one,, • • . With little change the left hand door 
la particular, might have been in Kent* . * The typanum 
of this 4mr does not belong to it* but seeres to have 
been part of an earlier doorway. It is in the middle 
portal however that the most puzzling change has taken, 
placet originally a Romanesque doorway of brown stone 
"lite the others, of which the |asfes remain, it was al-
tered evidently in the 13th century by the insertion 
of slender marble shafts, banded half way vp* carrying 
an arch of three orders and a label#'* * * ' XMs again 
has a secil-English look, end reminds one of sose door-
ways in Lincolnshire * it-

Figure I1* shows the right and left aisle portals of St# Mfcrft* 

Maggiore. _____ 

_ T. G* Jackson, fflrffiB&fift S M iWWflttlttWfc te^llSgteS" 
V* X9 pp* 3&-31* 

XU£m PP. 222-223. 
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s 

Fig. m—Right Side Aisle and Left Side Aisle Portals 
of Church Santa Maria Maggiore, Tuscania. 5 

Hammet, Romanesque Architecture of Western Europe, p.75. 
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$%&& doors of tfeia period « e w ' a p p w a a ^ : ^ | ' ^ d [ - ' '" • 

©ov«re4 with brass r e l i e f s aodi others we$® gsftiajsg -of 'aoliifli' 

tesaae «a«tinga«; 2%e ioormys of a « e a l f c t f e i 

i$$r* d^jawpentljf ,-&f wood as the church yortai^a;# described •. 

a i f©ll©wsi- . ;: . : •••••••• • • •/'£>. : • ;-V"^" 

' los«4 witnln tile great west door mm s t i l l • -

wMmf W^Ublj f a ^ r t e f r 

... A f f i r m was further d@scfil»ed by taw :: 

««cernij% the f i f t h century doors ©f. the hd^iiiilry* ---:VX••'•' 

f doosvay I s in a. aeasttre JeittlM§23M i».'- •••'.' 
•. ; ; i f e do®r*:. And f ine# i t i s m ewtyt© mm ' 

- 0 b l o n ? a < > o r M i t i s aifflcwlty^;^s©ijsSwae.t -
witlt -^s ,-snsh©4 head, the d#©ntS2F@ • stf' th« s*#tr ; ;> ;, ; 

and the » e a « n t l » » g ° ? g £ s X S i ! 
. 1 ^ 3 , s ^ a a r ° ~ h e « f ^ opening m y oe bridged by 

; « - oy a l i a t e i of st©»©« -
• i f * w « ^ block sr© used w i l l craeic l a t h e ttltid 
•• ?4W*i w i g h t 1# gre^t*- to-protect' the 

i i ? ! f fcL !??S£ l ?*T e s w y i n i •«£* as aitej» w i g h t -as 
' i t X«ft, the aois&s 

' ? i e a l l e i ,« discharging m mllmlm &mht' 
B s u a p y = ™ ; « " i « a ^ r E t ^ ' 

: ; S e f i f t h f ^ S S S i ; ^ f S P i 1 1 8 ° l wail* -S# -ai»''.£a." 
.. . the rift|i«»©©iitiiiry Baptistry of Bavemia &«# Mirtel «f 

" & 8 £ ¥ * £ £ * £ 3 ^ L« r r ? ^ ^ % r S S S J j . . 

• a.ng .area ®r brick, hardly v i s i b l e Jjb the wall* f , . 

Siaith and .Slater sTuamariae Early Christina d© 
with the following • tateumts* ' '• 

t . ^ #
F r a l 5 C l s H a m 

7 - , ? • -
f*«nsl» Bond., flftjfolft AggMtaq-fryy Jg Eaglaiad. p# 577, 
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The ©Tunings ar© almost i n v a r i a b l y arched and seldom, 
if ever covered toy a l i n t e l . • « « jUiaost always 
they ar# semicircular, feat instances of the ®mpl@ymnt 
©f a segsaentiii arch, or of one the outline of which 
Is l i t t l e more than a h a l f a circle, oay be occasion-
a l l y mot w i th * 

Boor openings mve- o f t e n wtde important by n l m 
and decoration. * . 8 

It siionld be obvious from the above statements and 

after • study of the doorways pictured t ha t the door has fee* 

come more important as a fea ture f o r orn&aent and decoration, 

where the attitudes and ideals of the age were reflected. 

On fee death of Theodosius 2 I n 39i> A* D» the Reman 

Empire was d i v i ded . Later the Eastern empmror 

reconijtsered the htest&m feplre and moved the capital fr©» 

Bon© t o latenm. This caused great tad Ming activity and 

because of the position and locution of B&venna, it was 

subjected to sruch Byzantine i n f l uence ! hanee ftsve*»s% along 

w i t h Constantinople9 ©ontains sane o f the outstanding 

examples ©f Bysantine a rch i tec tu re and doorways. Bysantine 

areMtdetar® was character ised i n par t by its tise o f the 

dome on square plans. 

The doors were usua l l y spanned by semlelreiilai* arches, 

tat flat, segmental and horse-shoe arches were also used. It 

was interesting t o not# that aost o f the church architects© 

o f the Middle Ages has three entrances, the central one being 

8 
Smith and' Slater, m.* £&-» P* 2*f7* 
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the main •©utmiice* The floods ar# vary often of wood ĉ wsdPWS, 

with bronssa reliefs • or ©ft som® occasions cast bronze doers 

*Mwd. The doors are usually aiad© important by stm and 

decoration; however, this Is not always the ease* 

Ste. Sophia was m outstanding example of Byjsantine ar-

chitecture, Iseing comparable in its period to the. Pantheon 

and Parthenon is the Greek and Koraaxi civilizations• Jack-

son describes the doorway of Ste« Sophia vlth the following 

wordsi 

lor are the doorways reaarkaMe, being mere square 
openings with moulded jamba and lintel of marble* 
Xh& prettiest entrance is the south-east porch 
which is mi original, but is flawed by ©Id Bysan~ 
tine eol'iums. « „ 9 

Outside Constantinople the lapwror Justinian built the 

Church of St# Saviour in the Chora* The doors of their 

churches were described as l»ing carved and very decorative* 

SIm central door thence to the church has on the 
inside a cornice prettily carved with birds and foliage, 
A side doorway has one aarble Juab lining mad® out of 
as earlier fragment representing a door with deeply 
sunk panels and in the center of each panel was once 
some carving, now defaced* HI 

Byeantine and early Christian buildings often employed 

a part of the structure of the pagan temples, and the Romao* 

esfpn period, which followed, employed part*..-of and ideas 

frost Byzantine structures in its buildings. Churches were 

9 10 
Jackaon, ng* eit«f p. 95. , ' IMd*. p. 13a. 
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often begun is one age, not to be completed until several 

years later when architectural styles hail changed, or in 

many eases additions were made to older structures, All of 

this tended to cause ,a sitxtur© of the arohltrttturo of the 

Middle Af&S| sometimes making the structures hard to identify 

as belonging to a particular period or civilisation. 

Italian Bomanesque Doorways 

fhe Soman©sque architecture started from '-fee assoa&ll&gg 

of lens fragments and structural techniques, with other in-

fluences, and gradually developed into a series of experi-

ments in structural principles, which in turn led to tfa* 

Gothic system, the Romanesque was a sort ©f period of trans-

ition, but it m m aore than that. The round arches of the 

churches of the period see® to have their mm place in ar-

chitecture and especially in the development ©f the door* 

During the Romanesque and the following period interest-

ing developments took place in the doors and doorways. The 

doors of the Middle Ages were usually of solid oak or were 

built of oak plaafcs* Iron and bronxe straps were used to 

strengthen the doors, the hinges sometimes fowing part of 

the straps* The earliest doors were nade by the smith or 

metal worker. *Be usually covered the uaornoated boarded 

surface with the scroll-work ©f Mages and straps, and scaaae-
n 

tinea added a surrounding border to strengthen the edge.** 

5 ~ " 1 

P. £• Howard and P. fi* Crossley, g«a§te. £&B£& J^®i~ 
work, p. 73. 
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£ater9 the work of asking imm fell to the wood-

Wfte who eventually u«ed the mortise and tenon joints 

©aployei. in M « other work, 'tout «na today the influence of 

the smith can be seen often la. the ornamental design ©f ow 

doors* The carpenter used tfe* smith* s primitive methods of 

bt&lding up the doors in layers with the aid of nails and 

ether iron work for ©any years* 

Medieval doors were generally built uj> of two thick-
nesses of boarding, too laser layer horizontal and 
the outer vertical, nailed together with a profusion 
of great wrought iron nails with ernajne&tal ImmmU* 
whose points were drlv«& right through and teuti over 
on the inside* An alternative Method not so mm-* 
manly employed * was t© sake am inner frame and oowr 
it on the outside with vertical boards* toother ex* 
cellent method was to arrange the feaer frame us a 
series of vertical and horizontal hattens, crossing 
one another, halved at their intersections, and dove» 

• tailed into the surrounding neater*• m mt Comnor, 
Berks. Soaetines the system of hat ions was arranged 
diagonally, as at Bmburry, or was composed of 
vertieal and diagonal members crossing one another,' 

• as at Magdalen College, Oxford, giving a more rigid 
door, 1© attempt was Bade to decorate the inner 
side of the door# 12 

The doors at Btmburry referred to above are shown, in Figure 

15 • It smm that the beat-over naila and batten bolts' 

mm decorative enough im the Inside of the doors* 

Charles Edward Hooper writes that the door# of the 

country home of the Middle Ages 

* . * were usually of solid oak planking, set edge to 
edge and dowelled, the whole held together with wrought 
iron basis- and »re or less ornamental strap hinges* 

12 
!&&«» P» 73. 
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Fig, 15—Door at Bunbury, England. 
13 

13 
Ibid., p . 7 7 . 
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• 4 modification of this form is often vsed at the 
present time* Frequently, tmf these door® m m 
studded with nails, teeing huge heafe* driven through 
frc» the outside bM clinched m. the inside* a® 
hinges were held hy the same means* The doors of 
older castles were jaade narrow, so as to allow pass-
age of only one person at a time. This gave the 
occupants & decided advantage in the defense of the 
stronghold. • • « IV ' 

the Age of Romnesque was one of -great power in Europe 

for the Roman Catholic Church which gradually acquired 

ownership perhaps of as such as ©n« fourth of the land cf 

Swept*. There were many powerful city states is Italy, 

Franc#, and elsewhere, and aohles were very powerful in 

th<§> city states and in the church* They mm, had tl» power 

t® wag# wars* fhere was rivalry in trade and &£XLb be-

tween the cities* 2he church was the spiritual and temporal 

headf however, and maintained l&rg# churches: and monasteries* 

It was in the monastery that the learning of ancient times 

was kept alive* The people of Central Burope were attacked 

and soma areas came -under the control of the Jforsan invaders 

frost th© fferth, wh© influenced the architecture greatly, «*» 

peeially ia part# of France and England. Pisa was one# on© 

of the aost powerful coaiaerci&l cities of the Mediterranean 

and it built a great cathedral, baptistry and oostpanil© «* 

hell tower* An entrance at Pisa was described as having 

IV : .. 
Charles £• Hooper, fhe Country House* p. 81. 



* «. * broruse doors* • • on the ©astern side of the 
south transept* . • „ On these is m most matfkmm 
series of reliefs, with Inscriptions la barbaric 

representing the Gospel history fro® the 
appearance of the Angel to Zacharlas to the Jis» 
censien, ale® the death of the Virgin. # >• • The 
whole composition has analogies with the only 
other extant work by Ifensnii® di Pisc«>«tbe broa»i . 
doers~~e3ceatited ia 1186, with forty-two reliefs 
illustrating both the Old and lew fest«»»%f 
at Monreale* If 

the doorway of the baptistry at Pisa is pictured ia -

Figure M » • -

In Eoree, St. Peter's Cathedral is one of the outstand-
* 

ing examples &f church architecture being -i§; both Raaftitesgtui 
•-Vir 

and Gothic a?|hiteetur* as it has be©a added to over a&ny 

years. At St. Peter* s Cathedral 

there are. three entrances leading into the nave of 
the basilica, corresponding with those to. the wi* 
• tibule, and the great central mm* only: opened, on 
state occasions9 Is furnish©*! with bronze doors, 
which if not on© of the raost beautiful works of 
their kind are certainly the- most curious * 16 

Jackson describes St. Prassede* also in Roae, as having 

a doorway with "Romanesque Ionic capitols carry!ag a e@r~ 

nice of late Roman Work, and Jarabs cohered with interlacing 
1? •/ 

patterns•" 

At ¥©rona there Mere two excellent examples of Italian 

Romanesque having the Lombardic touch* The doors of the Church 

of St. Sen© have been described as followst 

%̂tuqprcuiy op. clt., p» 163* 

^Jackaony on. clt«. p% 203* ^ 
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Fig. 16—East Portal, Baptistry, Pisa. 
18 

18 
Hamrnet, Romanesque Architecture of Western Europe, p. 57* 
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Part of the western hmmm doors are especially 
interesting m being among the earliest important 
exaaples in Italy of oast bronae reliefs# They rep* 
resent scenes froa the life &f the patron saiatf are 
rudely modelled, tad yet very dramatic ana sculp-
turesque in style. Part of those torn are covered 
with h m m m relief® fro® the Bible, which are of 
still earlier date and were prebably brought to 
Verona from the Bhenish provinces. Jhey are fre-
quently stated to be of beaten br#n«®s tot they 
are really castings, a pparently hy the *cir« perdu* 
pr@e@ss« If 

The other excellent example is the doorway to St. Fermo 

(I27O-I3I3) which was described a® 

one of the Boat beautiful in Verona, with the rich, 
rope-like mouldings ©f its arch in stones ©f varied 
hue, supported on either side by three receding 
shafts with foilaged capitals. Above the shaft 
dividing the entrance is an effigy ©f St. Perm©, 
represented carrying a book and a palm branch, while 
In the tympana® of the doorway# • .• there are soae 
fresco paintings. • #2© 

In Southern Italy, Bavell© Cathedral presented an 

excellent illustration ©f a bmmm deor as shown in Figure 

17. fhe cathedral is described as hairing 

three fine doorways of Loabardic character, the 
bronze valves of the central one being the finest 
in South Italy# they are divided into fifty-four 
panels, enriched with figure subjects in alto-
relievo, and bear the date 1179# 21 

Another of the excellent doorways was in the Cathedral 

at Parma as described by Bumpus* 

19 3Gf;. 
Bwapus, in|» cit.» p* 31* 3tM4*> P* 35» 

21 
Ibld.r p. 376* 
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22 
Fig. 17—Detail of Bronze Doors, Cathedral at Ravello 

22 
Kammet, ojd. c i t . , p. 97* 
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In each cardinal aid© of the octagon except the 
oast Is m round-headed d#orway# rich la sculpture 
and most interestingly iconographieally* Within the 
tympmmm ©f the northern doorway is. the Epiphany, 
while immediately below it, in the lintel, are three 
subjects from the life of John the Baptist* In the 
sides ©f this doorway the Genealogy of our Lord, • « * 
is minutely sculptured. The tympanum of the western 
portal exhibit# the £ast Judgment, which subject Is 
continued into the lintel* • * * In the southern 
fIo©i*wajs the sculpture. which as far a® I could die* 
cipher it, represents the overthrow of the Egyptian® 
in the Red Sea# . • 23 

At this period la architecture the ty&pmnm of the doorway 

became a very prominent place for decoration of the door-

way as pointed out by Bond* He writes that the next step 

in developing the doorway 

is seen In the tenth century at the Baptistry ©f 
Biellai where a single slab is introduced between 
the lintel and discharging arch. S© that now the 
doorhead consists of three elements--lintel, tympana®* 
arch, . The tympanum offered an excellent field of 
sculpturej and* became very popular la some districts. 
Many of on? Wt-rmn doorways have carved tympanums f 
often our Lord is represented in majesty, with 
hand uplifted in the act of benediction of all who 
enter the church« as at MalMesbury* Horth Htewbald, 
in the so-called mssks* doorway in Ely ns?e and the 
west doorway of Rochester* In Fm.mh Gothic, as at 
Chartres, the sculptured treatment of the doorway 
received marvelous development. . • •tfith the ex-
ception of the Last Besurrection sculptured on the 
south doorv&y of Lincoln presbytery, England, lilt# 
Italy abandoned the French form of doorway, with 
tympanum peopled with statuary# 

About 712 A* D« the church of St* Pietre in Tuseania, or 

Toscanello was built, Jackson writes that, 

23 2*f 
IMdL.t pp. 127-128* Bond, $}&.*$ P- 577* 
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the two side doors are Hoasaesqiie* but the central 
door with mosaic Inlays of Cogmatesqiae work, &aS two 
two-light windows above seem to haw M e n Inserted in 
the 13th century, and the great rose window with 
the semi-classic husks that forra the onter spokes of 
the wheel, looks like a work of the early Renaissance 
set in an early fraaeworfc*, 25 

Another feature of Rosanesqne doorways frequently 

used and being particularly eharacierlstic of LambaM ar» 

chitectnre was the use of lions near the doorway* Appar* 

ently the Hon symbolized strength and bravery* and perhaps 

was placed, so as to guard the portals• Entrances of this . 

type were described by Jackson as follows? . . 

fw& magnificent lions of white marble flank the cen-
tral doorway and cary Si® eoltains of the perch;* • 
• * Cat Borgo B-m Bonnino, Xfombardy) • • #•'«. ?he*e 
lions guarding the portals, and hearing tip the • 
porches are not peculiar to Loabardy. » • two 
at one of 'the churches la Home, * « * there are two' 
at St* Maria Toaeanella, but theae are only half 
lions and very small. . • At Farm rectpbent lions 
guard both central and side doors. • * » At Modem a 
pair sit up on their haunches at the nalzt porches* 
there are others at the side doorway}. and mm with 
©rosfr-l©gg«fi flfrores #fmttt»g on their backs. # * 
of lions* * • and at S« Perdaaire ia inters though 
there are no figures of Hons MM in Italy, the door-
ways are not left mgaarded* for there are two strange 
beasts in the capital which sculptors considerately 
tell m are LBGKSBS* . . , the great guardian lions at 
the portals are certainly one of the char a,e teri stics 
of Lombard architecture* 26 

25 
Jackaon, qd« cit*. p. 220* 

26 
Ibid*<. pp. 271-272. 
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French Roiiisnsgue Doorways 

The French doorways had the recessed jaabs which 

characterized tfee period, although so® church entrances 

recalled Roman columns and entablature as in the excellent 

•examples at St. Trephine, Aries, a&d St. Gilles* fit® 

doorways of 3t. Trephine are shown in Figure lB« The <fcor~ 

nay was highly sculpture# with religious pictures a M was 

the glory of Provencal Romanesque. 

The strath portal of St. Strain ©f Toulouse has been 

pictured in Figure 19 and was described by Jackson as followst 

On the south side there is a porch a&$ a doorway with, 
a a tilted res-mad arch of two deep mernM®® orders on 
Jaab ami shafts, containing in the tympana® a marble 
relief of the Ascension* 27 

In a suburb of ID® Puy, Aiwergrmf France was the church 

St. Michel d® l*Aiguille« HThe entrance is ijf a door at the 

rear of a steep flight of stairs under a horse-shoe tre- . 
28 . : 

foiled arch* » •*% and in Vezelay of Burgundy 

The great west doorway leading from the aarthtac-
to the nave is perhaps the finest product of Bur* 
gundian Bonanesque* It is round arched anil has the 
usual central pillar dividing the opening, and support-
ing a horizontal lintel* In the middle #f the s&ml-
circular tympanum is a figure of Christ* * * 29 

An uzmsu&l door was noted belonging to both French 

Aqultane and Auvergne at L® Puy-en-Velav« 

27 
T* S* Jackson, 

V, XIt p. 

29 
Ibid. 

l«H1^9tu^c 
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Fig. 18—West Front, St. Trophime, Aries. 
30 

30 
Hammet, or>. cit.. p. 111. 
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Fig. 19—South Portal, St. Sernin, Toulouse. 
31 

31 
Haramet, OJD. cit., p. 157. 
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fhm entrance doors were la a stony below the: church 
floor, and the Approach to the. church wits fey an 
ascending flight of a taps from the central door, 
rising through a circular aperture in the floor In 

. the middle of the law. As «n old moofcish chronicler 
- has it *one entered the church of fctft: fcaae by the 

. • '• nostril, and left it by the ears,* that is by the 
," side door ©f the transepts-. % # * Si® original doors 

ctiar reamin^ though they are closed:*- V 32- . • -

fhe French doorways of the Romanesque period were-. highly ' 

decorative and 'oraawiitiv® and vers usually • oft' the west# 

the ifaernaiui in the northwest corner of France used 4oor» , ' . 

way# flawing receding arches, m has Been n©ted in other • • 

regions, "with colon©ties at the aides or 5ajs.bg, and under ' 
33 

th© ©aims are tiny arches resting e& Mnimture eolonette#*** 

• " ' German Rossanesque Doors . 

titie Homanesque has been said to haw begun with the • 

reign of Charlemagne* One of the better exaspleit" of German 

Boiwneseme architecture was th© chapel, and later the to&b 

of Charlesagne at Aix-la-Chapelle * The Msiliea.fi. type «£• 
. :• 3** 

structure had ̂ doors and screens of solid bronze•n She church 

at -Mainz had nosy exemplary features-* 
A ftm Romanesque doorway at th© east end has ' 
• capitals party of good Corinthian character,partly 
. of animals f and the bronze knockers here &rm &m the 
north door are admirable, Hey date probably'from 
the 12th century, # • 35 

32 ' ^ 33 
tfattersoa, §s# clt.. p, 90* • Ibid*. 

' 31* 35 1 ' 
Jackson, gs# dt«, XX, p* 2« . lMd»y p, If, 
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Thm thlrt«enth century church at Boppart was influenced by 

the 8ymtsti» as the floorways are cteseri'tê I as Jutirixig 
. 36 

carved Ityjsantine borders? adeund the docKrimy* * ** • 

$b« doorways were placed at the side, and mrely la the ws#t 

front &r transept «ra3@, "being in 6outcast t# 111©" Flinch* '•• '• 

daman doorways aw hop# prominent, perhaps, have '-teen •; 

further deseritoed In the discueeion of CkstMeioariray®* 

The doorways ©f 5nglaad when the were . . \ 

supreme were plainly framed with scitiar©, $smt»' and 

semi-circular arches. Whan the IfBtwmtm 

they breogirt the architecture with tt*a f r o n F j ? & s ® ® ( § ' 

the d#ori#*y# had jambs in square wettsts or -*&%•:/y 

«^*M&i«iULa» arches * Timy were frequently carvteC with, ' . / 

)mmk-̂ maA mwnural* Later, the eiirly itag2i*k ar-

tifetiLtecture was enriched with carvings, /«@tiMi^a and - Ja»%» 

and lancet arches with detached shafts, fits decorative 

period had doorways with jasbs of less depth- Ml' www -efw; • 

mmntea with engaged shafts. In a style teow as the 

Perpendicular, the doorways were generally .finished with 

a. square-hood moulding over the arch and the spandrels were 

ornamented, as in the doorway of Jferton C©liege5 at Oxford. • 

The Tuda? period was ouch like the Perpendicular, except 
3? 

four-centered arches were frequent. 

^XS&i; P» 25. 
37Pletehsr, as. clt.. pp. »e6-¥t3, 



the foriaans had. groat Influence on the g«aa@sqm©t 

both la France and England and mm ©f the better examples 

of 1&» i@#rs ©f the period are credited to then* fhe 

doorways of the norraans were described by Bond -as follows* ' 

On -their doorways the Hoiaanesqne bmllders Mulshed 
all their resources} especially valuable to them was 
the principle of recessing the orders* . Areh v i a 

• built upon arch to gala strength, and when a l l the' 
strength required was gained* they s t i l l went. on 
building »or® arches, as a field for decorative car~ v 
vingf t i l l sometimes, as In the doorways of Malsiessbmry 
and S* Feriaor, Verona, the arch consisted o f a® less . 
than eight orders* 

B w a la the thick. Norman walls there was' not always 
• room for arches of such great breadth* So frequently 
the wall was built additionally thick all around the 
doorway as at Iffley# fhis projecting space of wall 
m s sometimes carried up to a gable g a s .at' SeMprlngh&is 
and Hrkstall* But the gabled 4mmnty never received 
here the great development given t# I t In YtttiMNU • • ;* 
Superb are the fifteenth *a6 sixteenth century doorwi^f' 
of " Abbeville and fours. •» * .* 

Of the Morgan doorways vary mmmm examples 
survive. * « * the doorways were generally large enough. 
At Bilking when an aisle was aided In th® fourteenth 
century 9 the Horman doorway was taken down and reset % • ' 
also at ICenilworth. • • » 

me doorway of th® last half of the twelfth .: 
century usually ha# a s#ial-oiremlar head 5 but ia 

. the larger examples, as at Ketton, I t nay be flanked 
by a blank arcade #f pointed arehes* 38 

The doorway at I f f ley Is pictured in Figure 20* 

England, in the f i r s t half of th® thirteenth century, 

took f o i l advantage of recessing the orders, later, double 

doorways because the fashion, resulting probably from the risk 

of fracture ©f the lintel In trabeated doorways* 

38 
Bend, ,§£». eii.« pp. 578-579. 
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Fig. 20—Iffley, South Doorway, England. 
39 

39 
Ibid., p. 577. 



The most obvious way out of this difficulty w # to 
put a pillar under the centre of the doorway, a# was 
done is the %?est doorvay of fezelayf fowling a 
double doorway* A later treatment of the door d®~ 
serws mentionf it Is characteristic of Champagne; and 
consists in flawing the tyopanuni$ as In Whrnlms Cafes©» 
iral* 

But from the first it seems to have been not m -
common to omit both lintels and tympanum as at Iffley. 

Ik the thirteenth century a central pillar or 
trameau is ©oaetimes introduced* and a doorway with 
a double arch is for the first flat produced* Fine 
examples appear at Highast Perriers and St. Cross, 
Winchester* 

In France the trweam of great numbers of these 
doorways mm removed in the eighteenth eeateryf 
probably because they were serious obstructions ' to 
•carrying the shrine of a local saint, or- to holding 
the baldachin© over the head of the bishop in the 
processions. For similar reasons probably they went 
more and nor© out of fashion In England after the 
thirteenth century. MS 

These double doors were decorated with *a profusion 

of tooth ormaent and of snail, delicate Mouldings, and by 
%1 • ' 

exquisite foliage." Examples were at West Walton, 

flfcolton (See Figure 21), and at Wars&ngton* "Doorways of the 

fourteenth century often employ an ©gee instead of a straight* 
%2-

sided hood-mould,11 See Figure 22* 

There are several forms of the arched doorway. The 

Norman arches were usually seal-circular, but other forms 

did occur, such as the segmental arch la the south transept 

of Southwell Church* 
if© ifl 
' Ibld.y p. 578„ Ibid., p.# 579. 
2 
Ibid.. p. 579*. 
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Fig. 21--Skelt"on Porch, England. 
*+3 

*+3 
Ibid., p. 78. 

t 
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Fig. 22—Doorway at Cley, Norfolk, England. 

M+ 
Ibid.* p. 8J. 
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Doorways with pointed arch ©e cur till the ©iid of ̂ ©tiilc 
as at Tiverton, Sail, Kettering* though in late work a 
depressed four-centered aroh is frequent, frefoiled 
arches ®ec«r in 1©rasa doorways$ m in the so called 
Prior*s door at Ely* * * * In and after the fourteenth 
century the doorway sometimes M s an ogee arch as in 
•tli© west doorway of Tenby* 

The western doorway was char&cteri s tie of Saglish churcheŝ  

Mi' they usually tad a large doorway for ceremonial affairs* 

* « . alaoet all of the larger elmrlhes bad a large 
western doorway. This was the great ceremonial door of 
the church, aM in many churches remains so till this 
days only opened cm seine great function as the visit 
of the sovereign #r the bishop or for a wedding or a 
funeral# TO 

The English in their charming little half-timbered houses 

usually treated the door in a simple mmrnr* They ©©tinted on 

the natural wood, which was generally oak, for effect. Carv-

ing was occasionally used sparingly as on the door-post* 

Doorways of Medieval Spain 

Spanish architecture was influenced by the excellent 

works of the' Moor3, mho for a tins® controlled Spain# as well 

as by French and German architecture» The architecture of 

Spain has had met influence on that in America, particularly -

in latin Aaerica and Southwestern Halted States* • 

The doorway of Burgos Cathedral has carved wood doors 

and is an excellent example of the Gothic doors of Spain* S«® . 

Figure as* Excellent doorways with what iaigfet be called - -•, 

Ut P* 581. - IM#» p* • j?8U 
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horseshoe arches are found in the Cathedral at Seville, oat • 

of the largest ©f the medieval period, being ereoted on the 

sit® of a mosque * The horseshoe arch indicates the Influence 

®f the Moslems la Spain. Figure 2fc shows other examples repre-

sestetlire of Spanish doorways of the Kiddle 4g@s, vhleh per* 

haps have influenced doorways of m m recent times. 

Gothic Boortrays of Germany and Holland 

Examples of German Gothic are few vitien compared with 

French and English. Their architect hi*© was highly- developed 

along Bosanesque Hues and change was $Uftf In costing* The 

change ease as a result of trade- with Franc© and usually 

German Gothic was an Imitation of the French architecture . • • ; -

of the periods The Cathedral ©f Cologne was one of the best . 

Gsriaan efforts ' of the period. 

The Germans, however.* were splendid craftsmen and 

produced some of the most excellent decorative doorways in -

this•period* ' 

• With the Germans, those masters of wood earving* 
the earlier doors were very simple in character and m e 
doorways judiciously ernaisented In - the style of the Sethle* 
• • • G6thlc carving reached Its highest perfection In': 

Osraany during ths' fifteenth century* Oak was mostly 
u##S# and ths earlier examples *fi wry low in relief***# 
German craftsiaan evidently believed in paint, as many 
of these carvings were thus embellished* It Is doubtful 
if such a treatment vould add anything to the already 
beautiful texture of fee oak, unless perhaps the o&Ixhbhi 
were much dilutee dxtd used as a sort of stain* . • • 

Some of the most charmingly individual examples of 
Gothic treatment are to be found in northern Tyr#l. where 
the German influence is strong* * » # Door posts, heavy 
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Fig. 23—Gothic Portal, Doors of Carved Wood, 
Burgos, Cathedral. b7 

b7 
August Mayer, Architecture and Applie_d Arts in 

Old Spain, p. 75* 
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Fig. 2b—Late Gothic Iron 
Door, Tarragona, La Catedral. 

Gothic Door Garnishments, 
at Avila, **8. 

^8 
Ibid,, p. 127. 



and crude sens to the ceiling, and across the door head , 
tos a shelf, with little m m projection beyond %h» 
posts * 4 carved p!»l mwmmmits' this, and small tend# 
of geometric carving anridi ttô  edge of the post-llke 
architrave* The door itself# with its flattened Tutor 
arch, is perhaps two panels la height, perfectly plai% _ 
and devoid of any mouldiags save for ihe chamfered 
edges of stiles and mils* %9 

Holland has long M i much in eofflson with Germany aM 

her geographic position suh$mtB her to stash influence fro® 

both Geriaany and Francs * Thm cathedrals of Searleai and . : 

Dordrecht were proiaiaeai in Holland* 4 door belonging t# Dor-

drecht is shown in Figure 2j>« la early aseaaple of a panel 

door i# also shown in the afcove~*&entlon@d figure. The panel 

do©r» of more recent origin* M s a large panel surrounded Isy 

a Moulding.* A wodearvlag of a ship sailing on. rough water 

appears on the lintel above the door# 

The door at Dordrecht represents the use of ironwork on . 

doors. lot© that all iron parts and fittings are needed 

and the embellishment was added only after all needs were net*:. 

The following description of doorways is found in the 

book, | M firitkUBfr . ' ; 

Particular pv&m±smn&& ms five®'to the external doorways. 
- She manner of their treatment varied idd©ly« they were • 
regarded as more than a wmrm May of access and upon • 
theia the test skill .of the eraftaaaa was frequently mm* • 
centrated. A personal note would fee added by the Intro** •: 
duction of the owner*s arms or initials* the date - of 
the work, or sow quaint conceit of peculiar and m m M . 

^9 
Hoopery :-»p* dt*» pp* 83-P+* 
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Fig. 25—Wooden Door, Iron 
Fittings, Derdrecht, South 
Holland. 

Panel Door from Hoarlem, 
North Holland. 50 

50 
Old Houses of Holland, The Studio, p. 95* 
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meaning* . • • The openings are spacions and. are , 
smrronnded by afcreidlags* flse arches of the Jussdt 
ay# pointed, trefoil, or elliptic shape## 

The doorway at Delft is a good eieaiBisl# of wrk 
dictated by S©tMc Influences, fro© carved stops at 
each side spring the simple mouldings that extend 
around the openings. • It Is surmounted by a label, near 
the centre of vfrlck Is a thro«<*ftld»6 space, enclosed by 
mouldings «nd filled wife a winged cherub*s head eftrveA • 
la relief | «bl3* the label is terminated by'« filial* 
fhe mwden door Is noteworthy* It is composed of si* 
boards and upon th® outer face of each are shallow 
grooves running continuously from top to bettonu 
Projecting nallhe&ds arranged in vertle&l li»sf 
together with Ironwork, give further Interesting • or-
nattentation* 51 

the door at Delft is pictured in Figure 26, 

French Gothic Doorways 

-2a# chief source of early Gothic developaents was, pe s*haps, 

the lie de France and w*s spread by monastic activities to 

England, Italy, Germany and. other areas* French Gothic ar-

chitecture perhaps surpasses other Gothic work tod th# ar-

chitecture of England is a close second* 

the doorways of the French were elaborate and deeply re- • 

cessed with the main doors usually on west fronts* Struc-

tural changes led to the change in the shape of windows which 

was reflected in the ornamental details and form of the door-

way. 'The lace-litee elaborateness perhaps brought th# deoa* 

dene# of the Gothic style# Excellent examples of the pointed 

arches and recessed openings may be seen la tte cathedrals of 

51 
Ibld». -pp* 85-86, 
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Fig. 26—Doorway at Delft, South Holland. 
52 

52 
Ibid., p. 87. 



Ifetre Dame in farts# fSieiins and Itosetu Chartrts was « faiaotts 

ehnrch la Gothic style and Mont. St« Mich®! was a aoaastegy 

done to the Gothic style • An ega&Xlent example of French - -

Gothic doorways fis Mi® principal doorway of Strstssburg • 

Cathedral aJiown in Ptpsw 27. 

Gothic doorimys of France «ro a® expression of indivi-

duality, although plans w w more or less nisi for®; the 

superstructure and ortmm&nt of doorways exhibit freedom of 

individual treatment as each city or monastery made efforts ' 

to excel all others# The doorway reflected the nature of a 

young race struggling toward national! s:% not of an old nation 

la Its decline* 

Italian Gothic Doorways 

Host authors referred to in this study do not place the 

Italian Gothic architecture on- a par with that of either £ng~ 

land or France*- Classic tradition in Italy %m» a groat la~ 

finance, that is round arches etc., and the cHiiate did not 

load itself to large openings. It is thought that Italian 

Gothic was imported, usually through German arthitects. the 

best examples of cathedral architecture are at Milan, Florence, 

St. Petranlo Church in Bologna, and- the Cathedral of ftneenza# 

Hie doorway at St* Petranio in Bologna is described as being 

among the beet of Italian Gothic. 

Baling amongst the finest ©maples of the Italian 
Gothic- these doorways of S. Petroni© are covered with 
bas-reliefs setting forth various a vents of Scripture 
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Fig. 27—Principal Doorway, Strassburg 
Cathedral. 53 

53 
Fletcher, OP. cit., p. *+90. 



history fmm the Great ion to the Acts of the Apostles, 
arid are muamatad with busts of prophets and sibyls 
tfustte ftaffaelesque in conception* The central door-
way and its bas-reliefs -mm. justly considered the 
masterpiece of Jacopo del la ;QQ®reiaf a M entirely 
axactxtaft tey-!pta ia gray limestone provided by the Sif» 
ereisd& F&krlCa# • • • Delia, Q&ercla devoted t w l w 
years to this- doorway, receiving 3*600 golden fXorlns 
as the price of Ms' labor* 5s*-

Atri Cathedral is described by Bttapus as hairing " -a 

single eentaral door of the early psep-t of the fourteenth 

century. It has a semicircular head, but is profusely 

adorned with Gothic sculpture* angle shafts, dog-tooth ami 
55 

cable mouldings*tt 

la- spire of her nany examples of Gothic door-

ways, Italy apparently was not a leader in Gothic design 

as she had been in classic and Boaanesque, nor as she uss 

destined to be in the Benaissance* 

During the Middle Ages the Church and the Holy Bsaw 

Empire had been doMnating influences* The Holy Roman Bsapire 

fell apart because the central authority could not hold in 

cheek the ambition and power of local groups § the flasks and 

Germans fell apart and the eventual outcome w s the gradual 

consolidation of peoples into nationalities as France, Bnf* 

land, Germany and others* Renaissance in a sense means 

rebirth. There was a rediscovery of Greek am? Boman classics 

5M-
Bimpus, &£•» P« 365, 

>9 p.* 366* 
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m eicaet mthofis of siiaSy -mm sought• Th® Benaissance was 

an age of tavuilfttle s p i r i t and t h i s feel ing was mvmalsS 

in fee doorways of the period* 
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The Renaissance wmemmut in architecture began in Italy 

in tft® early part of the fifteenth century, The fames and 

trends wMeh brotaght it a bout had b-een formed during the- t m 

Jiandred years before, even while the Qothle style was at its 

height, Tm church was losing its hold on the minds of isefif 

the Reformation was beginning, and man w m entering into an 

age ©f reason* Memory of tins classics was dormant in the 

Kind of man during the Middle Ages, being only occasionally 

aroused, notions and languages were- taking the f@»i by 

which they are known today, and architecture was becoming the 

product of iiMfî dnalff and their pupils wli© farmed wfa&t might 

be called schools of design* the styles they evolved became 

the basis of the most modern architecture* 

the Renaissance became the age of the individual? archi-

tecture became an art of free expression with, beauty of d©*» 

sign as a predominating idea* Two old systems vere put into 

use5 Gothic in construction and classic or Roman in character# 

The classic orders of fttsoan, Boric, Ionic, Corinthian* and ; 

Composite were standardised by later Renaissance architects* 

*» 
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The Baroque ©r Bococo architecture of the Renaissance, 

beginning in the sewnfeenth eeatuay, the result -of the 

breaking away frcaa orthodoxy, an assertion #f freedom, and 

an expression of the hmsmt side in arehlt*etiUMU 

$bt Doorways ©f the Italian Bemlssmm 

Italy, which still hai many of hey ancient H&mn monu-

ment® f naturally becaae a pione*r in Renaissance architecture, 

©specially as the Gothic style had mver immn fully developeS 

there and was considered soiaewhat barbaric. 

Italy was divided into a number ©f independent city 

states with rich commercial families trying with each other 

for power and authority. Their rivalry did aueh to promote 

the Renaissance in Italy. The three chief centers of ae*» 

tivity in Italy were Florence, Home, and Venice, and th©• 

Benalssanc* in Italy has be®a divided in that m y for the 

purpose of this study* 

Florence may be called the birthplace of Renaissance 

architecture* It$3y*« doorways ay® generally small m & . 

severe, yet imposing. They had triangular ana arched pedi-

ments. • Boor hoods supported by columns, pilasters, and 

consoles were also used* The Monastery of Oertosa at Paviaf 

in th® Florentine style, is described by Jackson as having -
1 

<*a fine doorway with hood on coupled columns»« Genoa offer# 

XT. 0. Jackson, S & Renaissance. jtgg» 
Party X-Italy, p* 77* 
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x ̂ •3^® exaaples of ths ear ly Ssualssaiie®' in a ser ies of 

doorways *deoorato<l with r e l i e f # of S. Q®#i?ge a.r«3 .the Sa^eo*.' 

•mil in black .marble** Another exeel?.ent example of an attjffly ' 

Mttl 'ssance' aoorway i s l a the palace a t M i n a describe* % : 

Jmcfesoit ait follows# 

P1® UrM-a© I s perhaps the mm% p e r f e c t aist ••• • 
S J S * ? * i ? f ? l a 3 s 131 *taly« I t i s e s p e M a l l r 
r ich in sculptured doorways and oMinty pieces . and 
also In i n t a r s i a on the door# and shatters* StoWhere- ; • 
a r e £ l i w r examples of arabesques t© be seen than tlhfMMi ;: 

S j ? 4
t o ! cffei ^ M s G f fireplaces 'by D e m e a W ^ HowUi and others* 3 ' : 

Flit© exa«ples ©f cathedral doorways of the period a re • : 

to os found a t Cesto* 'iVo sM@ doors f roa the cathedral 

a r e pictures l a f i g u r e 28* 4 description fey Jackson reads $ ; 

}*» #id« doorways are beau t i fu l , with sculptured 
. . lunet te , arabesqued p i l a s t e r s , l i t t l e f igures In 

^ o i » s a t the s ides , m&s:immA archangels with scrolls 
? 4.S ?t* *_0rie °* th<3s® doors, that which. woald '$•< 
f ^ iwLI i 0 * •» H* c h u r c h or ienta ted, i s a t* ' 
t r i & u t d to Bramanta • I t has l a the lunet te a- proa© -* 
^ L X i K ^ L ^ V 8 ^ ' 1" in • «*>« r « f i £ r P 

aad chaste style than the other. It is an e x t v e n e l r 
beaut i fu l composition* !Ehe oth#y*"qua3i«north»» 

"1 JS JiflH* tffc **,,*»««*. *fc« iLw-jfc, ̂  -flk .. *.. *?. «, 

and ; *«»•» **w* wi«y A AOS© res t ra in* 01 
^raa»nte>s, i*ie inner part is like the other doorway, 
but outside are aand&lalxra columns, richly earned 
carrying upper eoloimettes that support the cornice. • 

°S ?Tf??nte,a P®<*i»«nts is a niche with 
the Madonna, and lltcle angels with musical instru-
ments* The details are very beautifully carved. l a 
EJ^za^th N- * ^ group of the S a l u t a t i o n of Mary and' 

2 3 
£&&** P. 88« Ibld-> p* 69* 

M f l * ? PP* $fo"*87» 
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Fig. 28—North Entry 5 
Entry of Como Cathedral, Italy. 

South Entry 

Jackson, ojd. cit.. p. 86. 
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the old triumphal arches of Rome had their influence 

on the doorways of the period as in the St. Andrea church 

by Alberti, in Mantua# The symmetrical arrangement of 

tian was also noted in th© church fey the arrangement of -

windows m m windows on either side of the central doorway* 

Tim use of to arch over the door m y also Is® noted* Cm*, 

earning the doorway, Charles Caffin writes m follows! 

The facade of the perch supplies the arotltre 
for the whole design, feeing an adaptation «f the 
Bosan triumphal areh in Mantua* Accordingly it i# 
eMpuraft of three Corinthian engaged colunns, -
mounted on pedestals in the Hoiaan isanner, support* 
ing m entablature and pediment* The three latest 
vening spaces -are occupied by doors, mm each of ' 
the aide ones being a window above a window, while 
th® central door is flariked by two eoluiaa®, which 
support a cornice and arch that frame a lunette* 4 

The description also points out the use of the classical 

Corinthian eoltuns and the Soman manner of mounting* ' • 

The early Florentine architecture brought another mm 

motive, which came to assume ̂ an Important position in the * 

decoration of th© doorway. It was the shield tearing the : 

arms of the family which was soa©times placed over the *n*' 

trance* It grew in size and Importance and $m» to be 

used at focal points, sesetines without significance, and 
7 

was greatly decorated with ribbons, garlands, and figures* 

6 
Charles H. Caffin, M8M M £&dX P« 368, 

7 

ôsejti Watterson, Architecture, pp. 179~X80« 
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the doorways of the SOman Banalssane* buildings were 

flanked by colmans, consoles, or large rusticated stones ' 

or blocks* Mi example of a 1earns doorway Illustrating tfe» 

use of consoles la shown la Figure 29* Bote the paneled 

doors which first came Into use in the sixteenth -e@»t«ry# 

Hooper describes the paneled door as being "of eoatparatiTO 

reoent origin, dating back only to the sixteenth century* 

It was, natiarally, in Italy that this door was first treated 
8 

m a serious- architectural problem#11 The atonZdings of the 

doorways are classical ia their treatment as was usnal of 

the Boiaan doorways although new types of door laoulds nor® 

Introduced by Michelangelo and others of M s school# 

Braraante was one of the early loading architects in 

Rome and was known as a master of mouldings* earning, aii 

general details, particularly la M s treatment of circular* 

headed openings in square frames. 

Outstanding examples of Roman Renaissance doorways may 

be found la the Villa of Pope Julius, the Palace Paraese, 

the capital at Bone and that largest of -all cathedrals., St. 

Peter1® at Bmm, One of the isore interesting doorways of 

the Baroque style done by the architect ¥lgt»jbf * leadsr 

In that style, was found in Gesu Church in Home... 

Charles E. Hooper, SM Mm,* P* 81 • 
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Fig. 29—Entrance Doorway, Palace of 
Massimi, Home. 9 

Fletcher, o&. cit., p. 631. 
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Joseph Watterson describes the decoration around the entrance 

rather critically as follows* 

the point of departure for the Baroque lies la the lis# 
of ©a® pediment within another, The cornice of the 
ground floor order bows upward over the entrance to 
form a curved pediment, and within it it a. #«c©na tri* 

• angular pediment supported by engaged estas. There 
Is no possible structural -or logical Justification for 
a pediment within a pedloent, since a pedlajent is es-
sentially a roof. It relies for it® existence solely 
upon' artistic Justification, upon the tM® of the- de-
signer# Wo classical architect would have don® such 
a thing. 10 ' 

The over-elaboration of the Baroque was obvious here. It 

has been noted that the Baroque doorways m y to character-

ized as having an over>-«laboration of scrolls, curves, and 

carved ornament* . 

The Renaissance in Venice is distinguished frost that 

of the rest of Europe because of its unique.character of be-

ing a sea-city with many canals forming its highways of o»* 

raerce, the Grand Canal being most notable for its palaces 

and shops of fine architecture. Venetian architecture ap-

parently -was very symmetrical and; perhaps lighter and «ore 

graceful than others.. Bannister describes the Venetian 

Renaissance ornaatefti in doorways as "being characterised by 

refinement .and freedom of line, with the 'natural introduction 
H 

of the seaw@<# forms and amongst the carved foliage." 

10 
Watterson* on* cit.. p. l8o» 

E t c h e r , « . sit., P, 6*. 
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Doorways of the Venetian style were often flanged by . 

columns and pilasters which support a es&raiee op ped£iseat# 

sead-circular or triangular in form, They sometimes have •• 

architraves and sido consoles, particularly in the city ©£ 

?er©!»* The architrave as used here refers to. the moulded 

t m m used iirc&md the door* the palace of Grtsauni <m the 

Grafid Canal In Venice has three doorways. Jackson wit®# 

that tli© "lover story is the finest and Is very noble; the 

great door rises to the full height between • pilasters with 
12 

lower side arches that leave roots for a mezzanine above** 

The lower side arches frame smaller doorways and above each 

of tkffl Is a small balcony as ¥id© as the door itself and 

carrying the height of the aid® doors up to the cornice 

above the central door. The facade of the palace is pic-

tured in figure 30. 

Mirny beautiful doorways of Venice are illustrated ia; 

book® covering architecture of the period* One of- them is 

reproduced in Figure 31. Many of the doorways of Venice 

were designed by Andrea Palladio, perhaps the greatest of 

the late Renaissance architects* 

It a later date, with the revival of the classics, the 

architraves took the form of a column and cap supporting 

12 
Jaefesoi*., £l&*$ P* 1^1« 
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Fig. 30—Palace of Grimani, Venice. 
13 

13 
Jackson, ojd. cit., p. 101. 
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Fig. *31—Doorway, Scuola St. Rocco, Venice. 
lb 

lb 
Fletcher, o£. cit., p. 676. 
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* characteristic pediment* ffcwe pediment toofe the place of 

the ̂ oifer-Micer*1* Soaetliaes an ever-door effect was painted 

©a the. flat vail, especially In vmws having wry high 

ceilings* 

the over-door was a feature used inside many buildings 

up to approximately 1800. - Its purpose m a to connect the 

door with the celling. Various debtees wfe usedf sometime* 

they took the fora of a pediment f sometimes colmm $ rrniiiing 

to cornice enclosed panels over the door* and sometimes 

windows or a transom light took the place of a panel. The 

idea was • to give apparent support to the room* 

low doors, which Charles Hooper describes as %eing "some-

times pleasing and « w often not,* tmm been mm lately in-

troduced. Ke farther writes that "the lew doorway is siciply 

a hole in the wall, without any architectural connection 
1¥ 

with the lines of the room#* 

The Italians used wry little wood carding as did the 

French and particularly the Germans» Baphasl influenced tih* 

Italian style by abandoning marquetry and painting the doors, 

which were now paneled. 

Generally the doors of the Italian Benaissance were 

located for syaisetry rather than convenience s and around 

them ©rtsaasent was concentrated, giving prominence to the 

15 
Hooper, ots. clt., p» St* 
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door. the later Baroque. details of the door werm perhaps 

exaggerated • fhe I talians w the -ear-ly leaders la the . 

Bemlssancs® style am! many other Stxmjasans easie to study la 

Italy, s M many of the Italian architects were Invited to 

other European countries. • 

fh® Renaissance Doorways of France 

She wealth and power of France lay lis the hands of t&e 

klags and nobility and a few merchant princes* Many of these 

people lived oa country estates near Paris la the Loire river 

valley. Most of" the architecture of the period was appar-

ently imported from Italy with the always dazing originality 

of the French displaying itself in various ways. 

The Benaissanc© styles of areMtaetmr© in France may bo 

divide*! into three periods (a) ftw early period fro® 1H&L 

through the Sixteenth Century <b) the classical period dur-

ing the Seventeenth Century through the ralga of Louis XI? 

and the late period or Eighteenth Century style, 

So»e of the outstanding examples of the doorways of 

French Benalssance architecture have been found in the 

Palace of Fontainbleau of Francis I and the Palace of Louvres 

In Paris begun by King Francis I* Later this palace was 

joined to the Palais des Tuliares by a gallery# Tuliares 

was partially destroyed by the ievolution and m a later oc-

cupied by French rulers until its destruction la 1871* fi* 

Palais De Versailles has fine doorways of the classical period 

of Louis 3&¥. 
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The P»t£t frianon at Versailles was erected by Louis If. 

for Madaae Pdapadour, M s -una later was the tmmIt* 

residence of Marie tetoiwtte, the young <|fteen of Jtouis X7Z« 

It is a typical example of l&t© French Renaissance• nThm 

south entrance frost and the north front h a w Corinthian 
16 

pilaster* • • all two stories high* showing the classic in-

finance* The interior doorways of the building evidently 

were carved with curved panels over the doors, Watterson 

wite# that there were 
• • • s©s&~circular panels over the doors and mirror# 
in the principal rooms. The dining roc®, the salons* 
and the queen's bedroom have very beautiful wood carv-
ing in the dado and the. cornice, and is some of the 
door panels. « « • 17 

Farther investigation Indicates some of the doors were double, 

which apparently was characteristic of the Loials XV period, 

A description of the Qaateau de Brecy at Bayeau was 

given in these words, *The other side of the chateau ©pens 
18 

with many windows and French doors onto a paved. terrace*1' 

The doorvay of an excellent towshouse of Paris in the 

modern form is shown in Figure 32# Hot© the flat curved arch, 

the paneled doors with center panel arched, and wrottght-lron 

^Wtterson, jm* ci t». p* 207. 

£g&» k p. 208* 

18 
IMi*i p. ao5* 
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ytntrrrr, MM»*» } 

19 
Fig. 32—Hotel Hue du Cherehe, Midi, Paris. 

19 
Fletcher, ojo. cit. ? p. 695. 

£ 
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trim in front of the dual glass panol over the door* is th® 

center, over the arch is sou®thing of a scrolled • ©mblea or • • 

shield typical of the Baroque. 

Hooper writes concerning th© doors of Prance these H m m 9 

la the tiiae of L&vds XIV much painting was used, 
wsd frequently combined with carving is a wry pleasing 
way* ©tiring this period, too, looks md hinges twnsamo. 
m important factor of the design, a revival of the 
medieval* Marvelous creations ia bronsse and wrought 
iron were brought forth* 2S0 

fh® p &± rating of doors m y indicate Italian influence fro® 

the work of Haphael ia painting of paneled doors# The locks 

sal hinges were also characteristic of Gernany mm well as, 

the Gothic period preceding the Renaissance, 

' to wwmjt&m9 the early doors of the French Renaissance 

show raedieval influence, being much elaborated, hut the later 

doors are treated rather plainly* Arches over the doors 

characterized th© openings and the doors usually were in a 

square frame. Basically the Italian influence was prevalent, 

fhe Doorways of -th® Senium Senaissance 

Germany occupies a rather central position ia Europe and 

was influenced toy both Italy and France# Introduction of 

the Renaissance in Germany came son® one hundred years later 

than ia Italy and fifty years later than in France, The 

20 
Hooper, ©£• eit«, p. 82* 
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German states vmm not united and them was no central 

Agency to encourage m new style of architecture* Religion 

played a large part la the history arid art of Gersiany, for 

It wags during the early Renaissance perl ad that the Reform** 

tion was beginning and Martin Luther ana the Protestants of 

Geraany were leaders. It was her® also that the Cmmter*-

Reformation took strong measures# fhis struggle obviously 

did much to retard the development of architecture* Much of 

the building, particularly by the reformers, was the remod* 

eling of old structures to a©et the current needs* 

The door was very proainent in Martin laither^ famous 

theses against indulgences of the church* It was to a church 

door in Wittenberg that he nailed his ninety-five criticisms 
21 

of the church* This document naturally would he placed in a 

center of interest as wen as in, a place where all mat see 

it# 

The Renaissance in Germany may be divided into three 

periods$ namely, (a) Barly or Sixteenth Century, consisting 

mostly of additions to Gothic styles, <b) Middle or Seven-

teenth Century which was store formal, and <c) Late or Eight-

eenth Century including the Baroque, lest buildings were 

in towns, as contrasted with F ranee where the larger buildings 

were chief2y in the country. 

a 
Fletcher, oo* SS&*t P* 720< 
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The German doorways were characterised by an excess of 

ornament including a ssiiEtur® of columns, statuary, carvings 

and pediments ©f various forms# iua excellent ex*J»ple £§i the 

doorway ©f St* Michel in Munich, pictured in figure S3# This 

doorway was highly ornamental with th© double door® - con-

taining twelve panels of «p«l alee. Of particular interest 

was the broken curved pediment with the scrolled designs and 

what appears to he a leaded glass panel or transoa above the 

door. Charles Caffin writes that 

J!m Cmrmmi - taste also shewed itself in the charac-
ter and distribution of the ornament • While M s was 
apt to be spread freely mm the facades and was used • 
profusely in the decoration ©f the windows a M doors# 
... 22 

Caffin further writes concerning a domestic doorway of•Pel-

lershaus of Kurenburg that "the treatment of the first iojy 

with its arched doorway and windows is as Massively reposeful 

as that of a Florentine palace**^ 

She Italian influence on the Qeramn architeetura may be 

seen In a description of the entrance of the church, Hen-

raunster, at Wureburg, by Watterson as follows t 

It follows the Gesu type, but the central portion curves 
inward, so that the main pediment and the curved pedi-
neat over the door are cwvecl in plan and their outer-
most eeXuKui set at an angle to the building. * » • 2» 

22 
Caffin, ££. cit»f p. 392# 

23IMi-t P. 395. 

Watterson, qb* ait.«f p* 22Q;~. 
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Fig• 33—Doorway, St. Michel, Munich,Germany. 
25 

25 
Fletcher, o£. cit., p. 729. 
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lh© Qesu typm of church referred to w la Italy and lias 

been described in this chapter* 

The urn ©f wood la the trim and frames of the doorways 

ms common als-o where timber was available as la the Hart a 

mountain region of Germany. "Timber was used with handsome 

effect la the design of the structure} beams, door and via* 
26 

dow frames* , » being richly carved and often coloured." 

The Doorways of the Spanish Henalssance 

During the Renaissance period Spain1s prestige was high 

in the w®?M fey virtu© of the discovery of the lew World* 

Blch territory, both overseas and In Europe, was under her 

control. Her climate W%B conducive to several architectural 

types, but her religion was definitely anti~Protestant, and 

the Seforaation gained no hold in Spain* Spain was very rich 

and a world leader until the defeat of the Araada, after which 

she gradually lost possessions until in the 1898 war the 

United States took fro« her all her glorious colonial empire* 

The Renaissance period in architecture in Spain aay be 

divided in the same way as in Germany and France, into the 

Early, Classical and late Periods. 

The doorways of the Early Period are often renaissance 

la style en old Gothic buildings, both being influenced by 

26 
Caffin, ©f>« cit.T p. 393* 
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the ornament of the Moors* This style was sosetimes knows. 

m the Plateresque, the name being derived fro® the word 
27 

platero which Is the equivalent to silversaith* This wot 

the result of the fine detail and similarity to the silver-

smith^ work which was receiving great impetus because of 

the importation of precious swstals from the Ifew World* 

The doorways of the Classical Period adhered mora, to t3a%' 

Roman or classical arts, and Herrera, a pupil of Michel-

angelo,, was one of the leading architects of the period. 

The Late Period, as in other countries,, sprang from 

opposition to the formalism of the classics. The Late 

Period doorways took on the style of the Baroque, or the 

Churrigueresque as it was known in Spain, for the architect 

who introduced it into the country. This style was very 

fantastic sometimes, seemingly not in good taste, but it 

appears to have had originality and something of the French 

daring in its design. Excellent doorways of the period may 

be seen at Granada Cathedral and building s in Seville, Gala** 

manca, Toledo, and in the numerous buildings erceted by the 

Spanish in their American colonies* 

There are many fine examples of doorways of the Spanish 

Renaissance, and they are pictured in several excellent books 

which are included in the bibliography of this study! Only 

27 
Fletcher, op* ci t»« p# /5X* 
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a few representative pictures have been Included In this 

vork. Exampleo have been taken froa Salamanca and Toledo, 

only. The portal of the University at S&laiaama is shown 

in Pigure 3*f and is characteristic of the Plateresque 

style, The doorway seems characteristic ftom a description 

of th© style by Caffln. 

The Platare3qt»e style is a combination of several 
eless&ts* the freedo» of th® Gothic, the delicate pro-
fusion of Moorish ornament - and the ordered refinement 
of Raphael*® arabesques, mingled, into a new and living 
medium of decorative expression by the vitality and 
fecundity of the Spanish fancy, And a corresponding 
originality was displayed in the manner of using it. 
It wan aassed chiefly around the doors and windows. 
Its earliest appearance is in the decorated portals, 
added to the Gothic cathedrals ©r to the newly erected 
secular buildings, of which a famous exaaple is the 
doorway of the west facade of the University of 
Salamanca, in the profile a of Castile# 28 

Noto the use of flat arched openings and the rich sculp-

ture above the doorway* It it&y be observed that the doors 

are of medium wide boards, probably grooved and tongued to* 

gether, and that the arrangement of the nail heads are very 

ornamental* 

The use of double doors josay be seen in Figure 35-

ful study of these beautiful and highly ornamental doors 

reveals excellent craftsmanship, decorative panels, and 

symbols* There is a lack of decoration surrounding the door-

way and the opening is square-headed * 

28 
Caff in, ££• p. 399. 
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Fig. 3b—Portal of the University-Salamanca. 
29 

29 
Austin Whittlesey, The Renaissance Architecture of 

Central and Northern Spain, p. 72. 
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Fig. 35—A Door, Toledo, Spain. 
30 

30 
Ibid., p. 109. 
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the use of a wicket or sstaller door opening in a larger 

one i»ay 1M mm in Figure 36# On the sides of the doorway ar# 

classical columns, the opening having a square head with 

ornamental mould at the head of the door* Scroll work and 

perhaps a coat of ins are Included in the arch above the 

doorway# Heavy nailhesds are used as a decorative pattern, 

and the oraaaental, pierced hinges as well as tlm Iron hard-

ware are characteristic of the period. 

Spanish architecture has been noted for its use of 

patios• At' description of these patios by Caffin states 

that the walls are lacking decoration and he writes that 
31 

*the chief feature of the latter was the entrance doorway.* 

This emphasises the importance of the -doorway as a decorative 

feature. 

The use of the door and doorway as the chief ornanental 

feattire of a building is seen in Figure 37 In the almost 

breath-taking Santuario de Octolon at Tlaxoola. This was « 

beautiful exasiple of Churrigueresque, apparently being one 

of the better examples of that style. 

The doorways of the Spanish were important features, 

designed on a grand scale following Moorish tradition as 

at Toledo, probably because of the prominence given to gate-
32 

ways in the Orient* Thus is shown the Influence of ancient 

31 
Caffin, on. clt.T p* H-00. 

^S'letcher, $&• dt. f p. 761* 
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Fig. 36—A Doorway, Toledo, Spain, 
33 

33 
Whittlesey, 0£. cit., p. 63. 
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Fig. 3 7 — S a n t u a r i o de Ocotlan, Tlaxcala, 
Mexico, 3H--

3^ 
Watterson, op, cit,. p. 220. 
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entrances upon the more aodern architecture of the Renal seance. 

The influence of the Spanish Is our mm ootmtry can be seen 

particularly la the Southwestern states and is further dis-

cussed la chapter V* 

The Doorways of the English Renaissance 

national life in England was well-suited to the new 

Renaissance architecture* the people had thrown off the yoke 

of doalnation by the papacy. England was tied into the con-

tinental affairs of Europe where aha ease in contact with 

countries already In the Benaissance period# She was in a -

period of colonial expansion and her lords and the crown 

were prosperous. . there was little church building because 

of the excessive building of the past. The greatest aotlvlty 

In building was in the palaces and hones. Much building was 

done fey colleges' such as Cambridge, Oxford, and others* 

Almost a century after the Renaissance la Florence 

began, the movement was Introduced into England during the • 

middle of the Sixteenth Century* The Seaalssanee period la 

England, may be divided into two general periods as Early and 

Late Renaissance* The Early Period may be further divided 

Into Elizabethan and Jacobean in the order named. The Late 

Period was sometimes sub-divided into the Stuart and Georgian 

Periods* The Elisabethan was the period of transition when 

gradual changes were taking place* The Jacobean began with 

the reign ©f Jaaes I and developed along the classical lines 
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with III® use of Boman columns ana entablatures around the 

doors, The Suart Period began with Charles I and continued 

through the tint® of William and Mary* It was the period when 

the great English architects Xnigo Jones and Sir Christopher 

Wren dominated the building designs as well as the types and 

design of the doorways* Much of the influence of Palladio ; 

and the Italian Renaissance existed in the Stuart Period* The 

Georgian Period began with the rule of Queen Anne and con- ' 

tinned into the rule of the Georges. 

These various periods are important as they reveal . 

certain characteristics of the doorways of these periods of 

Renaissance architecture as will be illustrated and described* 

fhe doors of the Early Period were always Important 

features and soiaetimes were elaborate in d ©sign, often . 

flanked by columns. In example of this was shown In the 

entrance to Blickllng Hall, HorfoDc, illustrated in Figure 38. 

Fletcher writes that the doorways 

are an evidence of the hospitality of the times, 
which is expressed la the couplet at Montacute 
Houses 1Through this wide opening gate 35 

Hone coree too early, none return too late.* 

In the doorway of Figure 3® panel doors were used with semi-

circular arches over the opening, having what appears to be 

decorative fan lights within the arch. Above the arch was 

what seems to to§ a shield or the coat of arras, and atop 

35 
Fletcher, OP. clt M p. S3®* 
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Fig. 38—Entrance, Blickling Hall. 
36 

36 
Fletcher, 0£. cit., p. 839. 
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the entablature supported by the columns* were mounted sym-

bolic animals• The spandrels within the arch were carved# 

Doorways of the Late Renaissance became more formal 

in design probably because of the influence of the Italian • 

school and Palladio. Many doorways became standardised, 

having various types of architectural pediments and columns. 

The doorway was usually a special feature of the Georgian 

style as may be seen ia the many excellent examples la 

England and also in our own country# There was'a variety 
z,4 

of treatment in the Georgian doorway, and shell-shaped hoods 

m m son®times provided. An example of this m y b® seen la 

Figure 39. Carved brackets support the hood, the bracket 

being supported on simple pilasters, fhe door is paneled ia 

a square-headed frase with either a glass panel or t ransom 

immediately above the door. 

Hatfield House was very typical of the Jacobean man-

sions. Matter-son writes as follows i 
The entrance front of Hatfield House Is severe. 

In fact, it looks like a typical modern American high 
school, for many such schools have used the .Jacobean 
style for their exterior treatment. . .37 

The entrance to Hatfield House ia very plain, having a pro-

jecting central entrance. 

Xnigo Jones was thought to be the architect of Rayn-

bam Hall at Norfolk which had a fine doorway of the Stuart 

37 , 
Watterson, £&. cit.. p. 226, 
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Fig. 39--Uoorways, Laurence Pountney Hill, 
London. 38 ' 

38 
Fletcher, 0£. cit. • p| 821. 
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Period. The doorway Is pictured la Figure M>. Wmttwson. 

writes that "the exterior is completely Renaissance,. * • 

tli® entrance has an unassuming Baroque curved and broken 
39 

pediment and the cornices are light and unassuaiiig** . A 

panel door was used, feeing hung in two leaves, or having 

two doors in € single opening» with a pat^l across the 

doors, columns at the side, carved entablature, and a broken 

curved pediment with the fanily arms in the break of the 

pediment. 

Watterson further describes the house and entrance of 

Coleshlll House as followsi nA modest curved pedisient barely 

emphasises th« entrance. . . • Coleshlll Is the best example 

of the prototype of the Colonial house of Eighteenth Century 

4aerlea»* This imy have represented a do-emphasis on the 

elaborateness of the doorway with perhaps the Idea of acMev-

ing beauty by simpler designs. Coleshlll was a very syfit-* 

metrical house and rectangular in plan. 

The Great Fire of London gave Christopher Wren one of 

the greatest opportunities an architect has had* Much of the 

church architecture of I*>ndon, including St# Paul1® (Mfttfdml, 

was don© by Wren and M s students. Wren*s designs of churches 

were introduced in the American colonies In sany places. Grin-

ling Ctlbbons worked closely with Wren as woodcarver and sculptor. 

39UUd.» »• 233. 

»X>lbld.r p. 235. 
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Fig. ifO—Doorway, Raynham Hall, Norfolk. 
kl 

kl 
Fletcher, 0£. cit., p. 821. 
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He devised a f©r» of carved decoration composed of 
strings and garlands of flowers, foliage, fruit, birds, 
and lace, which lie executed witn the aost astonishing 
delicacy ana technical perfection and massed in large 
and vigorous compositions, They are found in over-
aantels, over-floors, cornices* • • • H2 

Wren also eaiployed Ificholas Stone, who vas an architect and 

stonecarver of note, to assist in the Baroque entrances of 
**3 

his. i@sig.iis# 

ScKkTtmys vwmi heightened and became very narrow with 

the introduction and us© of the Fleraish bond, a aeth©d ©f 

laying brick, in England* the windows wer© reduced in number 

and Increased in sisse, particularly height, because of the 

tax placed upon the openings# This occurred during the Queen 

Anne Period# 

Ho study of Renaissance doors would be complete without 

Mention of the doors of the smaller English churches. The 

doors employed in these structures were usually very vide, 

having rough surfaces, and often having the tool marks still 

in evidence# During this period the boards were usually 

tongue and grooved together* As has been shown, nails having 

large heads and arranged in rows and various other'patterns, 

were often used as decoration# 

In a book on teMife. fiftBffBh Howard and Srossley 

write as followst 

^2 *»3 
Patterson, op* clt.T pp. Ibid.. p„ 231* 
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5b© first step towards a decorative treatment in 
wood was the application of tracer* . * * An admirable 
door of this kind is sto be seen at Willow, Somerset. * 
* * in some small doors the tracery is cut out of the 
actual surface #f the door as at Ashbourne, Derby and 
Blewbury, Berks* 

In nany doors the decoration is confined to an 
applied frame with moulded uprights, dividing' the sur-
face of the door into tall vertical panels, covering 
the Jts&ngs of the boarding and helping to prevent 
draughts from the crack between the door and the stone 
doorway* At Tattarshall thefaailheads securing them to 
the actual door are often extremely decorative# Mf 

fhe larger doors of the churches were often hung as double 

doors or as two-leaved doors to relieve the weight upon 

the hinges and so that only half the door could be used If 

desired* Wickets were sometimes used so that the large 

doors' would not have to be opened except for special oc-

casions* A wicket is a smaller door cut in the larger 

door# Examples of the use of wickets aim found In the doors 

at Thornham, Sorfolk, and at King's &yn, where the wicket 

Is in two leaves* 

The doorways of certain American buildings and houses 

have been influenced by the Georgian style which was the 

latest Renaissance style in England* A very good descrip-

tion by Matter son to summarize the period, follows* 

There is a great variety in the treatment of the 
entrance doorways In Georgian domestic architecture* 
Generally speaking, the pre-Georgian or Queen Anne 
entrance had a projecting hood supported on handsomely 

Howard and Crossley, Imrllah S hurch W oodwork* p. ?6+ 



carved brackets . The hood was sometimes fiat and seat-
times head spherical, Is which case It frequently had 
a shell motive carved' on th® inside* Later case the 
more strictly classical treatments* cither projecting 
as it porch, with columns, entablaturef and pedlfcent, m 
flat against the buildings, with pilasters and pediments. 
The pediraent itself was another source of variety, the 
usual few being varied with broken pediments. In the 
latter part of the century two other forms appeared 
over the doors—eornlces supported ®n consoles ©r 
brackets, and arched fanlights with leaded glass pattern-
work. The character of the early entrances was bold 
and vigorous* while that of later entrances tended to 
becoise mm delicate, often m natch as to appear at-
tenuated and wiry. In contrast to the latter were the 
aeoclassle entrances, which eaployed the Oreek orders 
mm® or lees correctly proportioned*^ 

The Renaissance advanced a new architecture, with the 

architect becoming an artist and designer as well as a 

builder. Most of the new forms obviously came fro® the 

Romans. When it appeared that architecture was beceadng 

stereotyped, subject to certain formulas and rules, changes 

and variations were Introduced, resulting la Baroque. These 

changes, seemingly never the suae in any two ages or regions, 

were reflected in the doorways of the buildings of Europe 

tod America. The changes were not against classical fora, 

but mm against the rigid formulas and rules of design which 

the classics represented* 

The symmetrical designs of the Renaissance usually had 

wood doors, often paneled, and. round, arched openings• Some* 

times the door was set in a square frame. Semicircular, 

*5 
Watterson, ng. cit.f p. 262* 
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arched, and triangular often broken, were m@&f 

fan light® and transoms were introduced; and columnf, 

atehitraves, and other decorative features were used, ' 

A study of the doorways ©f America shows these same 

characteristics , and a cooperative study makes evident the 

influence of Renaissance doorways ©a American doorways • • 



CHAFTSR f 

the doors Am m m m & m of akbrica 

The first American a©orway« were very much the sane as 

those of primitive nan In other parts of the world, &n$ they 

were described In Chapter II. This chapter has Inclined 

only these doorways beginning with the ©©Ionization of 

AJHerlca by the Europeans and Including the doors and doorways 

©f the present day. 

This chapter was further limited to those €.00ways ©f 

America feat were within the boundaries of the continental 

Shlted States of Anerlea« A thorough treatment of all 

American doorway# should sake an excellent study within it-

self and would he too lengthy to be Included In the seope of 

this study* 

An attest has been made in this chapter of "fee study 

to indicate by narrative and illustration the influences 

which have been exerted on the evolution of the doors of 

the tfolted States and to briefly trace the evolution of 

doors and doorways frog the early settlements to the present 

day through the various architectural periods of the United 

State#* 

• The architectural periods of Aserlea have been divided 

In Many ways. For the purpose of this study the subject 

131 
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was treat®*! generally by the following periodss (a) the 

Seventeenth Century doorways with special emphasis on 

the Hew England, Butch, Southern, Spanish, and French 

Colonies $ (B) the Mghteenth Century Period with special 

reference to ifew England, Pennsylvania, Delaware and Mary-

land and to Virginia doorways; (c) Nineteenth Centtiry doors 

and doorways with the Post-C#l®nial, 0ra©k, Gothic, and 

Romanesque Revival Periods having the emphasis; (d) and 

finally a brief study of today's doorways* Particular 

emphasis has been placed on the Georgian style doorways as 

they appear to be among the sost beautiful ana the nost in-

fluential on later doorways, being copied widely today* 

Also -the d@#taati« architecture and doorways have been the 

principal subject included in the study of this chapter* 

fh® Boors and Doorways of the 
Seventeenth Centtiry 

The doorways of the Seventeenth Century Period are 

soaetiraes referred to as Colonial* The Colonial styles, 

except the Spanish, were medieval in origin, coning fro* 

the late Gothic styles of Europef although they were not 

nearly so aagnificent architecturally* ®s@ Gothic Period 

was already passed in Europe, but the American colonists 

aspired to equal the houses and barns of the small 

European communities from which they caste* Tim materials 

at hand, wood being used almost altogether, tools, and lack 
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of skilled workers determined much of the style of the first 

doorways. 

The colonial settlements to Hew England were first made 

in the vicinity of Boston, Plymouth, Salem, and other towns 

of Massachusetts. The first English settlers did mot build 

log cabins, as they had probably never seen * log cabin, bat 

bill It crude hats similar to those of the farm laborers of 

England. Frame houses were probably built in tfew England 

with the Influx of the second or third wave of immigrants 

about 1630* Brick houses did net appear until after the 

middle of the century, and then they were mostly found 

farther south* 

The doors of the early horns of lew England were d»* 

scribed as follows* 

The house was entered through a heavy front door 
made of two thicknesses of boards, the outer layer 
running vertically, the inner layer horizontally, 
the whole liberally studded with large headed hand-
forged nails driven through both layers and clinched 
on the inside . The door was carried on long wrought-
Iron ,strap»Mag@sf—« length of two feet was not 
uncommon—with a small ring at the butt end hung upon 
a shouldered peg, or •pintle.* driven Into the door 
frame* The strap hinge remained the common type for 
outside doors until the late eighteenth century* The 
earliest latches were of wood, with a leather string 
to raise the latch passed through a hole In the door 
to the outside* • Later, wrought-iron latches with 
thumb-pieces and boldly designed handles were fastened 
to the door, and wrought-lron knockers appeared. All 
outside doors were fastened at night by a strong wooden 
bar placed across the inside, and even after iron shot-
bolts were Introduced the wooden bar continued long In 
use as added security. Iron locks of the modern type 
were not made until after the Bevolutlon. 1 

"*Tfugh Morrison, larly American Architecture, pp. kO-kl* 
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The batten doers used much on the interior light and 

thin* fhey were built of a single thickness of boards 

fastened by three or four horizontal battens on one side. 

Soon small hinges of the S and I-and-L types were rased to 

support these doors • The "Butterfly8 Mages were also used, 

Wm vertical boards of the door were rebated together and 

had moulded edges at the joints to match the pannelling of 
21 

the interior mils or the fireplace wainscot. 

Doors of this early period are not plentiful as aost 

have deteriorated. Examples have been fond at the Williams 

Rouse, the doorway now being in a museum at Seeffield, 

Massachusetts | the f&ul Bevere House; the House @f Seven 

Gables referred to by Hawthorne la his writings$ and perhaps 

others# 

Chandler writes describing the doors, 
• « .the door Itself had a curiously arched top and 
the drawings show a diagonal studdin® of nails, whleh 
eiabellishiaent also is shown in the so-called old 
1 Indian* door taken from the Williams House in DeerfieM 
after the attempt of the Indians to massacre the in** 
habitants of the entire village# This interesting de-
tail is now in the auseua at Deerfield Jealously pre-
served • A similar door was found in restoring the House 
of Seven Gables used as under-boarding where the side 
of the- building had to be replaced during these al-
terations * » • • 3 

2 
3̂ bjfl«, pp» fy-1—^2. 

3 
Jo**#* Chandler* ffe& QBMISM IfflSft* W* . 
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ShowiJig the Jacobean English influence in America, Chandler 

wit## as follows* 

Another Instance* this tlae a door, is that of the 
e H chamber side of the door in the second story in 
the Paul Revere House where the stiles are very 
Mirsw and the character of that side of the door 
is entirely Jacobean while th© reverse la the main 
chamber vai remodeled At & later date late a most 
remarkable door of the second period$ where the mas-
aive raised panels, occupying almost the entire width 
of the doorj are extremely sturdy and dignified* %> 

This aay be an indication of Bngllsh Influence on American 

doorway®• Chandler further describes doors of this early 

period in general, aa follows! 

Th© door# froa the first were generally of either 
plain boards or wainscot-board s—if for the outside 
doors vertically on the outside and horizontally backed 

• inside—bat in interior doors being entirely of th® 
vertical type* These boards were held % battens at 
top and bottom and soastiiaes with a diagonal batten be-
tween—the battens in some cases being also chaf-
fered on the edges or even molded* The possibilities 
of artistic effect in this mm detail have been clev-
erly taken advantage of in rauch modern work done by 
leading English architects* It is of the simplest 
type of construction for a doorf and has many advan-
tages, being particularly at hotae in that extremely 
seldom used device of the latehstrlng—a do®r-fmmis&-
ing perfectly at home in this type, if one wished to 
go thus far in the matter of 'hardware** 

Without doubt the Dutch door—that picturesque 
device of dividing the upper and lower parts, that 
the lower part aay ressain closed while the upper is 
open at convenient times—was used in the colonial 
days* the oldest example being that of the Pierce-
Little louse at Hewburyport, where th#' door is appar-
ently of considerable antiquity* toe of th© most 
Interesting features about sou© of these early doors 
is that of the studding of hand-wrought sails on the 
face of the door, usually foralng a diagonal patternt 
and in some instances showing these nails applied at 

% 
Ibid*t p* 122, 
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the Intersection of small cross lines made by chisel, 
or soiae such instrument, used for the purpose ©f spac-
ing these more or less regularly. The finest example 
is that in the museum at Deerfield, Massachusetts, 
where is shown the door fro« the original WllUaas 
House which was attacked by the Indians, the marks ©f 
the tomahawk toeing discernible to-day on Its scarred 
surface* This has also an interesting piece of hard-
ware in -the ©o»M»e4 knocker and door handle by which 
the pendant is used as the knocker against a nail 
driven into the plat© back of it when desired in this 
a n on the interior fitting into possibly a wooden 
groove of the doer Jamb, or a hook-like piece of hard-
ware to receive it. 5 

The abore quotation apparently very well characterized the 

early doors of Rev England and other parts of colonial 

America as -well. The entrance doorway of this period may be 

described as being "always very simple, vith a plain or tro-
6 

moulded tri® and a heavy plank door.* ' 

The Butch settled largely in the Hudson Kiver Valley, 

Long Island, and part of Hew Jersey. They transplanted to 

the ifew World the doorways of the Dutch and Flemish regions 

of Europe. Apparently the Dutch locked forward to the use 

of brick, for their early houses were often of stone, ooa&aon 

to the region. Their hones in Holland had been brick, and 

they were skilled brlckwotfcers. 

Typical of the Dutch houses were what are referred to 

presently as being Dutch Doors. These doors have- already 

5 
%bid.T pp. 132-13**. 

6 
Matter son, ens* cit«« p. 272« 
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been mentioned, but Waterman describes the architecture of 

tli« Hod son Valley as follows! 

A salient character!st le of the architecture of 
the Hudson Valley is the us® of the *imteh Poor.* ' Is 
already noted, M s Is a door divided horizontally so 
that the upper portion ©an be opened while the lower 
part remains closed, This has come to 1m considered 
a purely Dutch feature, twt it is oat entirely so« 
It was Jrnowa and used in England during the Medieval 
period and was called a 'heck* door ('fenca* in Batch) 
referring specifically to the lower pert of the door* 
there are several advantages to this door type* la 
vindcwless buildings smeh as bams and primitive houses, 
the upper half of the door could be left open to admit 
light without allowing ingress to animals, ftm same is 
true of far® dwellings and mills, but its usefulness 
mast have been very evident, as even late mansion type 
houses, such as Cl©r®ont and the Ford house had these 
doors• It 'is possible that such doors were used also 
for protection against undesirable visitors, as the • 
householder could open only the upper section of the 
door* 7 

Doors of this type were in evidence at the Wyakoff House and 

the Bergen House in Flatlands, Brooklyn# These houses were 

built probably in 1639-H-l and 1680, respectively, however, 

additions and remodeling have been done, An excellent example 

©f an early Dutch Door is illustrated in Figure **1, 

Interior doors of the Dutch of the region were, natur-

ally, of the design and construction of prototypes in 

Holland• 

The earliest doors are slaply sheathed with cleats 
which were later moulded on their edges. They were 
then made to resemble paneled doors by applying ver-
tical pieces of the same section as the horizontal 
? 

Tfeoaas T. tfettnum, affltUftMa fit MBBiftl M a > 
p. 222# 
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Fig. bl—Hardenbergh House, Kerhonkson, New York. 
Dutch Door. 8 

8 
Waterman, The Dwellings of Colonial America. p. 221 
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cleats, at either edge ©f the door, to for® the sides 
of the panel frame* • • • In English areas the hori-
zontal working cleats are out short of the edge of ihm 
door to all©w full-height verticals at the edge** . . * 
In this country doors were usually t m panel, one panel 
above and a m 'below the loek rail, and when More cam© 
to be used the doors were framed, not cleated• 9 

Later houses of the Dutch had entrance doors that 

were frequently topped by simple rectangular tran-
som windows—usually four or five panes in a rwi 
the wing door of the Westervelt House- is unique in 
its row of eight miniature panes. Occasionally, as 
over the front door of the Aekenaan Bouse, there la 
a transom with a simple fan tracery fitted within 
its wide low rectangle*10 

A rery peculiar door of the later period was at Demarest 

House, River Edge, Hew Jersey* Morrison writes, *a divided 

Dutch door, the upper portion of which is pieroed by tilted 
11 

© m l bull's eyes of thick bottle glass. » • .* 

The Dutch style has persisted for a long time, remain* 

ing more or less Isolated in the middle states along the 

Atlantic coast* 

the Southern Colonial architecture developed for five 

hundred miles along the Atlantic coast from Delaware to 

Georgia and from the coast to the uplands of the Piedmont* 

It began with crude shelters and frame and brick houses of 

the Seventeenth Century and continued to the later Georgian 

9 10 
Ibid«« pp# 217-222* Morrison, op. clt»f p« 130# 

11 
1 M I » p» 129# 
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Mansions, The people were predominantly English, and their 

architecture was like that of the aother country, as that' 

of Sew Kngland. However, those who settled in the South 

had m quarrel with the Church of England or the King and 

wrt more loyal to England# They were of aiany social ori«* 

gin#} all classes with various occupations caae to the Mew 

World# 

The first settlement was 1b Virginia* House construction 

was nueh the s&m as In Hew England, the isâ orlty of the 

early houses being of wood with later houses oade of brick 

as clay was available, The Ma® Thoroughgood House (1636-

M3) near' Norfolk, Virginia, was perhaps the oldest house 

in the English-speaking colonies* Its door was the sane 
12 

m those early doors of 8«v England* One of the early 

mansions of brick was Bacon1 s Castle which had arched deer-

ways. and Fairfield in Gloucester County which had "a heavy 
13 

plank door with wrought-iron nails* • 

Bond House was perhaps the Host reaarkable Seventeenth 

Century house of Maryland, having a door topped by a curvi» 

lia»«r head of a type unknown elsevhere in the colonies, 

though clearly derived from the English Gothic prototypes* 

This again shows the influence of both Gothic architecture on 

the early doorways of America* 
12M©rris©n, m* S&Si'f PP* 1^3-lMf* 13IMd.« p. 151. 
llfXbid*T p. 161* 
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Many examples of Southern Colonial doorways of the 

Seventeenth Century are in the South, but It is Impossible 

even to mention, aiuch less describe, all of the» here* 

Interesting doorways were found in the Carollnas t Charleston* 

hatrliag JSNKMit its own style, Iferylaiii, Georgia, and lamy 

m m In Virginia* 

The Spanish were tlse first to reach the Hew World, and 

shortly -after the Bnglish sailed into Jamestown, the Spanish -

Governor was building his Villa at the capital of 1 m Mexico* 

Spanish architecture was probably introduce# by the f Jrlar* • 

of the Franciscan and Dominican orders wh© had come "to spread 

the faith of the Catholic Church* The chief areas of. Spanish 

architecture In the Uhited States are Florida, Texas, Mew 

Mexico, Arizona, and California. Florida was the first to .? 

be -guttled, but little evidence remains ©f architecture or ^ 

doorways there# In lew Mexico the architecture was mixed '• 

with that of the Indian &M much of the decorative detail • -

of the doorway is traced back to the tradition of the 

Pueblo Indiana* .the Governor's Palace, the oldest striving 

non-Indian building In the United States, was built in Santa 

Fe in 1610-1**. The portal with its bracket capitals was a 

Spanish feature and the framing of the doors was of wood, fhe 

buildings of Hew Mexico were not Magnificent, being simple 
15 

and primitive. 

P* 3.65* 
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In Texas the most famous missions, San Antonio and the 

Alaao, were founded In 1?18, the Colonial Period being late 

ia that a m . The portal of the Alaao Is elaborately carvel 

with an arched doorway flanked by niches and two pairs of 

spiral fluted columns« lb© doors were double paneled, but 

perhaps are not original. ' The Palace of the Governor in 

San Antonio has a paneled and carved entrance door with a 

keystoae above bearing the arras of the Hapsburgs and th® 

date of 17M-9. Host of the Spanish doorways were influenced 

by the .Jp-roque and Chttrrigueresque. One of the most an-

bitious Spanish Missions was the San Jose Mission at San 

Antonio. Morrison describes its beautiful entrance as 

follows s 

The chief architectural aotive of the facade is the 
central carved mSTmmmmt of the door and circular 
window done by the Mexican sculptor Pedro Buisar. 
taken by itself, the ornamentation ©f scrolls, niches, 
sculptured saints, shells, foliage, and other 
Cfcurrigueresquo details is ®ver»profms® and nervous, 
but in its place, between the simple massive walls 
at the sides, it is a superb accent, a jeweled out-
burst that is the More telling for the simplicity of 
its setting* In total c©©position and in detail, 
this is the finest Spanish colonial facade in the 
United States. 16 

The entrance to San Jose is pictured in Figure b2. 

Most of the Spanish aisslons apparently have arched 

openings of the Baroque style. The Mission San Carlos at 

Caroel had a typical doorway described as followsi "The 

16 
, p. 20*f» 
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round-arch main portal, frased by pilasters and entablature, 

is somewhat conventional anc pedestrian a« thc-ugh taken from 
iS 

an architectural handbook* * 

At Monterey, California, ehe Old Whaling Station had a 

typical domestic doorway and is of the Monterey style. The 

building "has many feature# typical of the Monte ray style. 
19 

a aain entrance with a pnir of narrow doora#w %.e Monterey 

Style is characterized to a large extent by double paneled 

doors and wood or iron railing on a cantilevered balcony. 

The French Colonial doorway is the least known of the 

styles, for even though France held large areas, she fat! 

few permanent settlements, and where permanent settlements 

were as in flew Orleans, the architecture has become nixed 

with Spanish, English, and native styles* The Trench door-

ways sees to have been generally arched in the larger build-

ings such as the tfrsuline Convent in Hew Orleans, while the 

use of square-headed frames and transoms was common in doaestic 

doorways* Many Brencii houses were built six or eight feet 

above the ground and were supported by brick piers as a pre-

caution against floods, A typical French plantation house in 

Acadia Parish in the bayou country of Louisiana had "French 

doors, fitted with outer blinds and surmounted by ornamental 
20 

fan transons, open front living rooms to the •galerie,.n 

18 19 
m&.j p. 227* p. 2**9. 

2Qlbld.. p. 20*. 
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The influence of French architecture on American doorway* 

m y be found largely along the river town® of the Mississippi 

and in Louisiana and MissJs^ijvpi* 

The Doors and Doorways of the 

Eighteenth Century 

The eighteenth century doorways are among the meat 

beautiful examples of doorways end have had great influence 

upon the doorways of all periods since, including those of 

the present day# It vae in this period that the popular 

Georgian style was developed in America. The Eighteenth 

Century could well he called Georgian, hut the Georgian ap* 

parently did net end there. 

!2he doorways of the first quarter of the century were 

surrounded only by a moulded trim. They eaae to have a full 

entablature supported by pilasters or consoles after 1725* -

Matterson writes 
After the middle of the century engaged and free* 

standing columns were used, thus leading to the entrance 
porch. Also during the middle period appeared the 
Georgian curved, broken, and scrolled pediments, which 
are so siuch admired today. Sic actual door opening 
was square-headed until the middle of the eenturyf 
after which it often had a semicircular fanlight above 
the door* The hall was also lighted by glass in the 
upper part of the doorj or in a rectangular transom 
above it* There is only one pre~Bevolutlonary example 
of either an elliptical fanlight ©r of sidelights. 21 

21 
Watterson, otu clt.« pp. 29>*29h-» 
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Many pages of illustrations and description* of doorway of 

the Georgian itjrl« could be included. It is a formal style 

having similar characteristics in most of the doorways, but 

allowing ample possibility for freedom of design. The ele-

ment# nay be worked out in many combinations* Figure *4-3 

shows four types of Georgian doorways. 

The front door was the first feature to betray the 
onset on the new style, and a great variety of doors 
and doorway compositions may be found in Georgian 
houses* *he door Itself was paneled in many ways and 
was usually of generous width. A mall rectangular 
transom above it lighted the hall, though frequently 
glased lights in the upper panels of the door Itself 
took the place of a transom. If the hall was wide 
enough, separate windows on one or both sides of the 
door were used, bat 'these windows were rarely Included 
within the exterior doorway composition until after the 
Revolution. 

Flanking the door at the sides, classic orders were 
used in a variety of ways. Pilasters, plain or fluted, 
and either full height or raised on pedestals, were most 
common, though fro® the mld«century engaged columns (pro-
Meeting abodi half their diameter) rivaled them in pop-
ularity. These members carried cornices or pediments 
crowlnlng the doorway composition. . * » 

Simplest was a flat section of classic entablature* 
The frlexe sometimes bulged out a® a curved moulding 
and was topped by a row of small blocks (dentils) and 
a moulded cornice. In the example Illustrated (A) the 
place of an architrave Is taken' by a transom window and 
small stilt blocks over the pilasters, in order to 
avoid a top heavy effect. The simple angular pediment 
(B) was the most eossmon type throughout the Georgian 
Period; to avoid undue heaviness the frieze rather 
than the architrave was omitted in this case. The 
curved or segmental pediment (C) was also popular} this 
example possesses all three elements of the classic en-
tablature; architrave, thin frlese and dentlled cornice* 

Both angular and segmental pediments were some-
times 'broken9 by omitting the top central section or 
be recessing the central portion* Such broken pediments 
were usually a sign of the baroque influence of Mren*s 
style* The most elaborate type was the scroll or 
•Swan1® neck* pediment (D). Its reverse-curve cornices 
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Fig. !+3—Georgian Doorways. 
22 

22 
Morrison, 0£. cit.. p. 301. 
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terminated la patterned rosettes. A pedestal »©tlv# 
occupied the center of the pediment and was echoed in 
tli# entablature below. Such a pedestal* la any for® 
of broken pediment, often carried an ornamental feature, 
usually a carved pineapple, symbol ©f hospitality. 

The variety and freedom ©f Georgian design may be 
sees la th© ©amy variations of these four types of 
door enfranements. The classic entablature was some-
times fully equippedt In the mm® academic exaaples. 
t * . Or the doorway was treated simply with a pedi-
ment carried by projecting consoles or brackets* In 
general, Georgian doorways had a aascmHa© quality, 
with vigorous mouldings and burly ferns, In contrast 
to the wore fragile datails of the Federal Period* 
After the aid-century there were a few examples of door-
ways with a semicircular lunette or faallght over the 
doors the active becasse popular on the eve of the 
Revolution. But the door flanked by two narrow windows 
or 'sidelights,* all three elements topped by a grace-
ful elliptical arched fanlight, was definitely a Federal 
typef that of the Miles Brewton Bouse inGharleston is 
the only authenticated example in pre-Bevolutionary 

. domestic architecture. 23 

Doorways similar to those described above nay be found In 

present day architecture by a study of those buildings, do* 

aestic, academic, and others, having a formal and traditional 

character. At best the doorways of today are only simpli-

fied replicas of those of the Eighteenth Century Period § 

however, there may be found beautiful examples in our door*, 

ways of today* 

The Georgian style was an expression of wealth and 

first appeared in the lew England region in the mansions . 

along the coast and the Inland towns. The doorway of the 

MePhedrls-tfaraar House at Portsmouth, Hew Baapshlre, had 

23 
Ibld.y PP.- 301-302. 
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an excellent Georgian doorway* "The doorway, with broken 

segmental pediment} flanking pilasters, and twelve-panel 

door with the top panels supplanted by glazed lights, Is 
m 

©specially firm. •11 Another excellent example* is that of 

the Hancock House, Beacon Hill, Boston* The doorway has 

"engaged columns against a rusticated wall# * • unprece-
2 5 

dented in the colonies*" The curved pediment, glass tran-

som, paneled door with classic pilasters and dentils are s««a 

In Figure M* as they appear in the Royall House, Medford, 

Massachusetts* 
The door fraae, fron following pretty closely 

English precedent as la the two beautiful entrances 
in the Hoyal House, the front entrance of the Varner 
Bouse and many others, gradually broke away Into more 
individual renderings until in the Third Period they 
'became quit© distinct, in this Second Period, however, 
they seem to have cose fro® various sources, such 
an extremely unusual doorway as that of the Wlnslow 
House in Plymouth, having a very indefinite legend 
attached to it concerning its origin In a •monastery 
near Quebec,f and certainly the extraordinary carving 
shews it t© be but remotely connected with other ef-
forts* The door from was gradually enlarged into a 
porch in many instances, but even when it remained 
simply an elaborated door frame or •tri*t around the 
door, if it was employed in the Third Period, as it 
was frequently done, it became much more atteniuated 
and graceful, such esmmples arrived a# the interesting 
Portsmouth exaaple (Ladd House)* * ., and the attrac-
tive circular porch of the Gardner-White-Plngree House . 
In Salem# • ,# # 26 

Ibid., p* **78. Ibld«t p* WJ2* 

26 
Chandler, jgfi* £&•» PP« 



Fig. kh—Royall House, Medford, Massachusetts, 
27 

27 
Waterman, o£. cit., p. 266, 
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A very beautiful door referred t© as a Connecticut 

River Valley type and showing something ©f tit® Palladian 

influence is illustrated in Figure V?. 

The doorways of the Middle Colonies of Pennsylvania* 

Delaware, Hew York, lew Jersey, and Maryland reflect the in-

fluence of the Dutch* Quakers* Swedes, Ceraans and others who 

settled in the region* Brick and stone were favorite build-' 

Ing materials, audi various shaped arched openings were coo* 

mon* Fanlights were in wide us®, and at Stenton, in German-

town, Pennsylvania, #Th@ doorway is wide, with a transom* 

and is flanked by two narrow windows ̂probably the fore-

runner of the door with sidelights.* 

The Palladian Influence was emphasized by liehard Pratt 

in describing Mt. Pleasant, a iiome near Philadelphia once 

owned by Benedict Arnold, as having a "Palladian window 
29 

above its bold Tuscan doorway." 

Annapolis, Maryland, has a number of phasing Georgian 

doorways# Hammond House affords one of the better example* 

and is pictured in Figure k6* 

The doorway is one of the nost adalred in Georgian 
architecture. Of the arched fanlight type* it is un-
usually rich with its carved ornament of festooned 

Watterson, fig. clt.. p. 299-

' Richard Pratt, M Treaaurv MZiZ .tomtom Ifeltft* ' 
p. 68. 
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Fig. —Porter House, Hadley, Massachusetts. 
The doorway of the Connecticut River Valley type. J 

30 
Waterman, o£. cit.. p. 276. 
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Fig. 1+6—Doorway of the Hammond House. 
31 

31 
Morrison, 0£. cit., p. 398. 
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roseaf ribboned laurel on the pulvinated frieze, and 

other classical detail#, • • • 32 

Other fine doorways are at Brie© House, this being without a 

pedlsi®Jitf and Chase House in Annapolis. Whitehall In Anne 

Arundel County had another excellent eat ranee# 

The State of Virginia offered many excellent doorways# 

Perhaps the *ost famous was found in William Byrd#s home, 

known a« We stover. Carter1# Grove near Williaasburgh had 

doorways *snxch simpler than those of Westovers they are 
33 

executed entirely of brick, with simple crowning pedtaents** 
Morrison deserttoes the doorway® at Westover as follows! 

The north door, with an entablature and segmental pedi-
ment resting on Corinthian pilasters, has the finer 
detail} the south door, with its b m m q m swan's neck 
pediment resting on composite pilasters, Is aore 
florled bat a little clrasy in execution* * . * 3*+ 

The town of Williamsburgh had many excellent doors and was 

the hone of William and Mary Colleget the Capitol, and the 

Governor*s Palace all having excellent Eighteenth Century 

doorways. 

The old town of Alexandria la Virginia, offers a number 

of excellent doorways ©f small houses and buildings* Typical 

of these is the Old City Tavern or ftadsby's Tavern, which is 

pictured in Figure bf* The doorway had fluted pilasters of 

32 
Morrison, £g* clt», pp* 398-399 • 

33 3^ 
Q U - . P- 3>»?. O U m P. 3*>. 
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Fig. if7--01d City Tavern (later Gadsbyfs), 
Alexandria, Va. A Philadelphia-style Doorway. 35 

35 
Waterman, op. cit., p. 93« 
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the Boric ordert with, enriched pediments Into which arch©! 

transoms extendi, 

Doors and Doorways of the 
nineteenth Century 

Doorways of the Nineteenth Century Period could he 

said to have had their beginning in the preceding century. 

Apparently the designs of Shoiaas Jefferson were aisong the 

first of the period and were based upon pure Palladian de-

sign. la America the styles of the nineteenth C entury have 

been divided into the following periodsi <&) Post-Colonial, 

(b) Greek and Gothic levivals, and (©) HeiB&msque Bevival, 

The Post-Colonial doorways were largely based on those 

of Boaan classical architecture* Other influences on the 

early Riaeteenth Century doorways were the French style of 

Louis XVI and the continuing popularity of the Georgian* 

A prominent domestic doorway of the period was at Head 

House £a Hew Castle, Delaware* Pratt writes that *tts® great 

fanlight above wide double doors, • « * is a unique areM-
J6 

tectural feature of this famous® fcmse** Strand Boas® la 

the same town was described as having carved details on the 

doorway trim, and it is said that the doorways were rewarding 
things to see if in the least one is affected by beautiful 

37 

carving* 

36 ^ 37 
Fwttt, m* 2H*i P* P*- m » 
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Tim Greek Revivalf beginning about 1820, was introduce 

into America by the American architect Xatrobe and others* 

Excavations in Greece and other surrounding areas had much 

Influence m the revival of the Greek styles also# Describ-

ing houses of Mew York City typical of the Greek Revival, 

Matter son writes that th® parlor was on the front with % 

wide and handsomely trimmed doorway, with sliding doors 
38 

connecting it with the dining room in the rear.* 

At Woodlands, near Philadelphia, the doorway had a 

©antral pediment with pilaster* in m tree version of the 
39 

Greek Ionic* 

Apparently the characteristic features of the Greek 

Revival were the use of porehes extending in front of the 

building with a gable facing th# street., the door being set 

between sidelights with transom above and having fluted, 

gaged eolw&ns between th® door and sidelight, or a simple 

entrance sight be found to have square posts* Much aotiM«l 

triis was used, and sometimes pilasters having a broad «bk 

tablature were also used* The doorway was the 2*st feature 

to change froa the Greek to the Gothic Revival. With th® m*> 

turn of the pedimented doorway, the Greek style was gone* 

Charaoteristio of the Gothic entrances of wood were the 

scroll-sawed, wood used at doorways and entrances* The doorway 
38 39 
Watterson, m* P* 336» Ibid,, p, 308* 
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was often in a tower, toeing recessed and sometimes en-

riched fey a few mouldings and rather pointed arches* In 

excellent doorway was la the Bank of Philadelphia designed: 

by Roger Mills# 

pBThaps the leading architect of the Bojaanastgue Revival 

was H. • H. Bichardsoa* The period folio*#!ng the Gothic S®« 

vlval to World H&r 1 sight veil be called Electicisn, aeaa-
if© 

lag a "reaching her® &M there for parts or ideas •** 

During this period the various styles were not confined to 

certain regions 5 many of the styles mm used all across the 

country. ltaturally the traditional styles ware sore popular 

la certain regions becaus® there was the feeling that it fee* 

longed there# 

A new style of architecture based m mm concepts and 

materials had been developing during this time; however, 

traditions cling strongly in tft* field of domestic archi-

tecture and doorways. 

Doors and Doorways of f©day 

The architecture of today has made use of aiany new 

! materials vhieh are available, and efforts to use then in 

| a manner inherent to the materials themselves have been 

1 Bade* (The planning has been functional, serving the **©©38 

of those who are to use the buildings. 

**°Ibld.r p. 351. 
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h This turn in architecture affects the doors aafl door-

ways of today, New styles and methods of eonstruetlons9 

new Materials, and an effort to meet tbm needs of those who 
i 

are to use the door have been made. 

Wood has remained the most common material of the• door 
, ^ 

and doorwayt particularly in domestic works• Glassf metals 

and synthetic materials have been used In larger structures* 

A beautiful doorway of present day design Is pictured in 

Figure 

* / Present-day design seems to have found much ©f its \ 

/ beauty in its simplicity of line and ornamentation. The 
/ r ^ 

\ slab or flush door which has been used today Is rep-

resentative of the sslispl® beauty of present-d'ay doors# 

Usually these doors wore placed within an equally slople 

mould# The slab door was often veneered, having thin layers 

of wood glued to a skeleton or frame work within. This nlves 

strength and support to the door vhile at the same time re-

ducing the weight of the door- Its flat, saooth surface, be-

ing sometimes ornamented by grooves and shallow designs, 

makes cleaning in the modern day home easier.a Slab doors 

sometimes haw raised panel moulding attached as a motive 

of ornament and decoration, usually being applied on the out* 

side.)-' Panel doors ©f asany varieties mm also widely mg«if. 
9 

being prototypes of those of earlier periods* 
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Fig. ^8—A Doorway in Cranbrook School, Bloom-
field Hills, Michigan, bl 

hi 
T. E. Talmadge, The Story of Architecture in 

America, p. 300. 
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Sliding doors hare coae into wide use in present<*day 

planning, largely because of their space-saving feature* They 

are either paneled or of the hollow slab type* 

Today*a planning often requires wide ofenings for utility* 

Folding doorsf similar to those used in Roman days, have bee& 

Made available for such purposes• French doors of various 

styles May also be used to close these doorways, and an 

accordlan type folding door has been designed for wide In-

terior openings* Special hardware has been required for the 

accordlan. type folding door, which is usually made of cloth 

or similar material* 

^ Glass has come to be used extensively in doors, be-
' I 
posing an integral part of the wide glass expanse often 
I * 

Used la today's homes. In domestic buildings the glass was 

usually arranged in a wood or metal frame. Heavy glass 

doors with bo frame have recently bee used la cowaerclal 

buildings so as to become a pert of the popular glass front* 

Metal doors and triic have taken a proninent place today 

and have been used la larger homes and buildings where 

extreme fire-proofing Is desirable. 

There are many styles of doors that have been fitted 

Into a variety of door frames and aoulds.' Many excellent 

doorways are mas3 produced by several concerns specialising 

in s&llworlu Figure k-9 illustrates a variety of designs i» 
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Fig. if9— Exterior of Doors of Today. 
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P. 137. 
iJelson Bur bank, House Construction Details. 
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both slab ami paneled floors, A doorway of today, follow-

ing a traditional motive is shown la Figure 50* A slab 

door, having a figured glass -^delight ami simple framing 

li piatursA in figjir® £L* 

The doorways of toaorrow may well be called an Inter* 

national style, or perhaps a sew style typically jtaerie&n 

«U1 «ergo fro- the confuaion that »«.«*.* « i . u 

traditional and modern, the two chief seliools of today. la 

the International Style, openings occur as they are dictatad 

by requirements of the plan of the structure rather than by 

following traditional arrangements for the opening. Accord-

; ing to the Internationalist, architecture and thus dooresys 
I 
I transcend boundaries. Accordingly, houses in different 
I 

•; regions should have similar charactgristles as the materials 

: are available ainS people can new live similar lives In all 

regions. There has been no allowance aade for cultural bade* 

gro-and and differences in environment. Most architects ap» 

par ©fitly have to modify that idea, however, as the function# 

of a doorway have to please the owner and, the public. 
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Fig. 50-~Traditional Doorways of Today. 

^3 
Ibid.. p. 1^5. 
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Fig. 51—Doorway of Today (Slab Door) 

M+ 
Arvid C. Peterson, et al., The Eomoeraf Planner, 

p. 11. ~ " ~ ™~7 



CHAPTER W 

SUMMARY 

Door* and doorways have been influenced greatly fey 

] the cllaate and geology of the land,,.the social, political, 

j economic and religious conditions of the nation and Its 

! people. The architectural character! sties of the eras 

: through which they have evolved have governed to a great 

extent the form of the doorway, trtility has at times 

been a factor effecting the treatment of doors and door-

ways# Doorways see* to have reflected *the signs of the 

times* throughout the ages of their history. 

Evidence reveals that doors were obviously first 
i 

I used for protection and that later the doorway came to 

denote either hospitality or hostility and that primitive 

religions superstitions bad auoh to do with the location 

and ornamentation of the doorway. The door has long been a 

favorite place of decoration where freedom of expression 

was abundant. 

* The shape of doorways have varied from the holes in the 

caves of primitive nan, the square-headed and pointed arched 

openings to the use of round arches by the Romans. Materials 

available ana construction have governed their form to some 

m 
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extent. Boors have been recessed, as la taifi days, and 

there were tlaaes when they projected* They have been very 

wide for utility, while arteritis, climate and the need for 

protection have dictated smaller openings* 

/•"Hood has been the material most frequently used in j 
/ " 

doorway construction. Stone was used in early doorways 
/ 

/and for large structures and burial vaults, Metals of va- , 
j 

rtous types have been used through the ages, probably the 

oldest doors still in existence being made of bronze* Alloy 

ste els, aluninua and other materials have been develop®# and 

are used in the doors of today. 

The ways of securing, opening and closing doors have 

varied with other scientific developments from the straps 

and latch-string sade of skins to the ssany types and styles 

of hardware now used on doors* 

Door construction was discussed very briefly j however, 

something of the general method of constructing doors fro® 

the use of wide plank to present day slab and panel doors 

was described. 

The Egyptian doorways were largely square-headed because 

of the large stones available for use over the openings and 

the lack of wood, while the Assyrians are thought to have bee® 

the first to use the corbeled arch because of the saall stone 

used for building. Ornament was evidently very important, 

reflecting the religious beliefs of primitive man, depicting 

heroic tales of valor as in Persia, Greece, and Hosae. 
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the Greeks had square~headed openings an«3 introduced the 

early classical foras of decoration Around the doorway* the 

Romans developed the semicircular arch ami the arched open* 

lag# were characteristic of their doorways* Ssw materials 

were also pit to use by the Romans and the classical forms 

were adapted to their uses* 

The Heaaaesque doorways were Mostly arched, being 

prototypes of the Roman* It was during the Middle Ages that 

the doorways became significant architecturally * The Gothlji 

doorways of the Middle Ages were characterised by the pointed 

arch and the vertical Mae accents, fracery was introduce# 

and the ornamentation of the doorway reached new heights* 

Carving cam© into wide use on doorways, colours were used 

for tinting, and biblical characters and stories were por-

trayed in sculptural work* Gothic doorways haire influenced 

church architecture of today, perhaps sore than any other-, 

style# 

the doorway# of the Renaissance reflect a new freedoa 

and desire to., break away from stereotyped designs* It was -

in this period that doorways were brought into prominence 

by the architects In order to beautify the facade of the 

building. The ornamentation reflected the splendor of the 

ttees as In Frame during the reigns of kouls XI?, fflt and . 

XV2t and in the beautiful Georgian doorways of England* fhe •: 

doors and doorways of the Renaissance Introduced new designs 
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to old fornur and construction methods which hare teen trait* 

ferred to wtr present day doorways, Tim Baroque, Platersqn© 

and Cfcurrlguere sqne doorways of the Renaissance haw been 

among the sost beautiful and elaborate In the evolution ©f 

the doorway . 

In America, th© doorways of the European styles have 

been raost Influential* The Colonial has been the most nearly 

original American style. She Georgian doorways of_ England . 

and th© doors of th® Spanish and Italian. Baroque war© 

plainly in evidence In the doorway® of America. Recently, 

the doorways of Aaerioa haw felt the influence of the 

Swedish, German and French "modernist,1* and the beauty and 

simplicity of the oriental doorways along wife that of soae 

enterprising American designers* The result of these has 

not been sad® apparent# 

la the architectural treataent of doorways It has be-

come important that they he a part of the composition and 

should he made harmonious with the other elements of the 

structure* 
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